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Experiments wit]~ Primula sinensis
INTRODUCTION.

T~E experiments, of which the present paper is the outcome, were
begun in 1.903 by Mr Bateson and[ the present writer jointly, and in
1905 we published an account of our observations up to that time upon
the inheritance of heLerostylism ~. Although i am alone responsible
for the views put forward in the present paper, and for any errors
which it may contain, the work with which it deals has been done in
association with Mr Bateson, to whom much of such progress as has
been made is due. Mr Bateson has givela me the most generous help,
no~ only in the elucidation of the results, but also in Lhe practical
business of cartTing on the experiments. I am further indebtad to
him fbr giving house room to a large number of plants each year.
The plates illustrating the various coloured fbrms which have been
met with it1 the course of the experiments are reproduced from the
beautiN1 and accurate water-colour drawings of Miss N. Wheldale, of
Newnham College, Cambridge.
I wish to take this opportunity of aeknowledgi~.g again my indebtedness to ~[essrs Sutton and Sons, who have most kindly given
assistance in many ways during the course os this enquiry.
kly thanks are due also to the Botanic Garden Syndicate of Cambridge University, and to Nr ~. I. Lynch, Curator of the Botanic
Gardens, for ~he provision of housing, materials and labour.
The principal objects of our invest!gat[ons in P~'i~nulc~ si,ze~Tsis have
been the inheritance of heterostyEsm and of eolour. At the same time
records have been kept of certain other characters, the inheritance of
which has been found to be, for, the most part, of a simple type and
does not require any special comment here ~.
He~erostyl/sm ~. The dearth of short-styled plants occurring in the
families raised from the self-fertilized heterozygote, wldeh was noticed
in our earlier experiments, is still maintained even in the larger
numbers now obtained. On the other hand the same plan~s, crossed
by tlae long-styled, give an excess of short-styled offspring, Our results
do not as yet give a decisive answer as to whether these divergences,
1 Ba~eson and Gregory, /~og. S'oe. Prec. ]3, Vol. 76, 1905, pp. g81--.586.
Some of ~hese resuI~s have already been mentioned ; see Ba~eson : " T h e progress of
Genetics since ~he reaiscovery of ~endeI's papers," Pros. Rei. E~t., Vol. L 1907~ pp. 373,
g83 ; l'~$endeY.~Pri~wip{e~qfIIevedit#, Camb. Univ. Press, 1909. Gregory; " The i~herita n t e of certain r
in Priimda' si.l~ensi~," Brit, Assoc. 2~ep., Leicester, 1907,
pp. 691--693.
3 Ba~eson and Gregm~, l,e.
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in opposite directions in the ~wo cases, are to be regarded as merely
accideill.ai, or whether they may have some significance, either in
connexion with observed differences in the fertility of the various
unions between plants of different fbrm, or in other ways (p. 83).
6'oZo~r. The colour of the seems and flowers ia the coloured races
is due to the presence of coloured sap. The colour may be absent
h'om the flowers, which are then white, or from the stems, which are
then green. Co]our, bo~h in flower and stem, is presumably produced,
as in other cases, by the interaction of two or more complementary
factors. I have had no decisive case of the production of a n / ~ with
co[cured flowers fl'om the ma,tilag of two albinos, bat Keeble at~d
Pell.ew ~ record a coloured P~ from the mating of the red-stemmed
"Snow King" with the green-stemmed "Snowdrift." Similarly as
regards the stem-co]ours, I have no example of the production of
eoloured/5' from the mating of two green-stemmed plants, but in two
~ases (p. 97) heterozygous plants with coloured stems have given
unmistakably the ratio 9 coloured : 7 green stem.
There e~ist several distinct types of coloration, bohh of the stem
and of the flowers. Thus, the stem may be %lly and evenly eoloured
(Plate XXX, figs. 1, 2), or it may possess only a f~int colour, which is most
easily recognized in the young leaves and leaf~stalks (Plate XXX, fig. 5).
The faint colour is, in some cases, an elusive character, and the plants
bearing it are only with di~cul~y to be dist.ii~guished from those
devoid of eolour in the stem. The inheritance of these two kk~ds of
pigmentation of the stem may be explained most simply if we assume
the existence of two separate and independent chromogen factors, each
of which reacts with the common activator to produce, one the full
Colour, the other the faint relent (p. 96).
The colours of the flowers and stems are inter-related in such a way
that the more deeply eoloured flowers never occur in conjunction with
stems wholly green. Flower-colours may then be divided into two
classes, namely, r
eolours, which are found only on plants having
fully ?oloured stems; and/)aZe relents, which occur on plants having
green or faintly coloured stems. W/~iteflowers may be associated with
stems of any kind.
When the albino "Snowdrift" (Plate XXX, fig. 7) was crossed with
types having Nlly eoloured flowers and stems, the N~ contained only
one real albino to every fifteen pigmented forms. These coloured forms
were of three -kinds, (1) Nil eolours on red stems, (2) a type knowrt in
Jo~w~. of Genet~ics, Voi. z. 1910, p. 4,
6--2
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horticulture as "Sirdar" (Plate XXX, fig. ~; 121ate XXX[, figs. ~ , 4~5),
(3) pale coIours on fain@ eoloured or green stems. The "Sirdars " have
a peculiar distribution of the eolom'. The pigment of the petals is one
of the full oolours, but it oectu's it~ separate minute do~s and the edges
of the pe~ala are white. Assodated with flowers of ehis kind, the sterns
have pigment at the bases of the petioles and pedicels, the rest of the
stem and leaves being' green. The inheritance of ~he " Sirdar"
character may be described oonvmsieutly if the '~Sirdars" be looked
upon as belonging be the fully coloured serie% while they Iaeka fhctor,
the presence of which is reqnired to bring abou~ the even distribution
of the colour which is found in the full eolours. The full eolours and
"Sirdars" ~ogether constitute three-fourths of' ~he total 7~ population.
The remMning on~-fbur~h consists of pale oo[ours and whites in the
ratio 3 : 1. The significance of the ratio 15 pigmented forms : 1 albino,
and the relation of the pale eolours ~o the fntl colours, is discussed in
~he text (pp. 103, 104).
The full eolours are divisible into three classes, namely, (1) shades
of magenta, (9.) shades of red or crimson, (3) shades of blue.
The pale flower-oolour is always a shade of pink, never magenta or
red. This eolom', in its deepes~ shade, is that of Sutton's "l%eading
Pink" (PIate XXX, fig. 13).
Fulleelours are dominant to paIe eolour; magentas are dominant to
rods, and blue is recessive to all magentas and reds.
Whites may be dominant or recessive to colours.
Suppression of colour, partial or complete, by dominant factors is a
common phenomenon in i~
si~ensis. Some of these factors affect
the eolour of ~he flowers only, and one, at least, affects the eolour of
both flowers and stems.
When plants, which otherwise would have eoloured flowers, are
homozygous in the factors which suppress flower-colour, the ttowers
are quite white (dominant whites); when they are heterozygous in the
inhibiting factors, the flowers are sometimes white, bu~ are more ofgert
tinged with eolour, the depth of the tinge varying with ~he races used
and with the temperature of the house.
As regards the suppression of flower-colouh the evidence reveals a
carious complieatior~ in that the operation of two inhibiting factors,
affecting distinct areas, can be separately traced. Of these factors, one
suppresses eolour in the peripheral parts of the corolla, %he other affects
the gynoeeium and central part of the corolla. In consequence it follows
tha~ in F= from fully eoloured plants with coloured stigmas x dominant
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whites, there appears the peculiar type known as "Duchess" (Plate XXXI,
fig'S. 27, 28), in which the flower is white peripherally and has a coloured
centre. The mating of "Duchess " with plants having coloured flowers
and 9~,eer~stigmas, gives a tinged white te~, exactly like that produced
by the mating of coloured, red stigma x dominant white.
Various light shades of ftower-colour behave as dominants to the
deep shades; this dominance is due to the presence of faetors which
effect the partial suppression of the colotu-. These factors are quite
distinct, as regards their inheritance, fl'om those described in the preceding paragraph.
Similarly, ~he light shades of sgem-colour are dominant to the deep
shades. The suppression of stem-colour is only partial, even in plants
homozygous for the suppressing factors, and no dominant green stems
are known.
Flowers. of a light shade may be borne by plants having deeply
c01oured stems, but the deep flower-cotours never occur on stems not
deepty coloured. It is dear, therefore, that. ~l~e factor which effects
the partial suppression of s~em-colonr exerts its action also upon ~he
flower-colour.
Besides the varieties constituted by combinations of the factors
already enumerated, there occur various types having flakes or patches
of colour (Plate XXXI, figs. 56--59)L As in other eases where such
flaking has been encountered, ~he genetics of.these varieties is not
altogether clear, but in ~he case of-Prim~&~ si~e~zsis, as will be seen
On reference ~o the tex~ (p. 122), R is possible to frame a hypothesis
Which would give results consisten~ with those_observed.
Gc~ne~io Couyginy mzd d~ep~dsion (p. 124). Complete repulsion
between the factm' for the a~ructural character of short~style and the
magenta eolour-faetor was observed in a aeries of experiments in which
short-styled salmon-pinks were maced with various long-styled plants
carrying the magenta factor.
The eases of partial gametic coupling which have been me~ with
are interesting in that, in many of them, the two middle terms of the
Fs series are much larger, relatively to the end terms, than they are in
the. majority of cases previously recorded. In the case of the coupling
t~etween magenta colour and green stigma, the results of several
experiments approximate closely to the expectation based on the
hypothesis that a coupling of the form 7 : 1 : 1 : 7 is present in ~he
Fla.kedforma.mus~be c~refullydis~hlguishedfrom "8irdars."
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gametes of one sex only, those of the opposite sex consisting of equa]
numbers of ~he ~ot~rhinds (p. 128). O~her cases however are ~pparen~ly
not susceptible of complete explanation on these lines, and R seems
possible that ~hey m W indicate ~he existence of lower [brms of coupling
than any given by the gametic series
~--! :1 : 1 : ~ - t . ~

Further experimen~ however is needed before any definite opinion
c~n be e~prsssed upon this point.
The history of P. sine~sis, since Rs introduction into England in
1820, has been given by Kr A. W. Sutton ~, and ~hrther notices by other
wrRers have appeared from ~ime to time ~. I~ is interesting to notice
that the earlies~ ilhstrations '~ of the species represent shor~-styled
plan~s of the ordinary habit (not st~atc 0 with palmate leaves, light red
stems, and light magenta f]owers--~tl dominant characters.

~[ETEROSTYLISM.

In an earlier repor~ Mr Bateson and fhe writer showed tha~ the
inherR~nes of the characters of long and short style is of a simple
Mendelian type, the short~style being dominanP.
All the short-s~ylsd plan~s originally obtained for the purpose of
these experiments proved ~o be heterozygou< but from their progeny
pure short-s~yled plan~s have now been obtained. Nine such plants
1 Bateson, Saunders and Punnet~, J~ep. ~voL Co~mn. f~oy. ~qoc. Iv. 1908, p. 3,
Lower series would be given by the general expression

where x is any odd number less ~ha~ 2"

The expression m a y be m a d e a general one,

i n d a d i n g all forms of parfial repulsion as well as eot~plilig, if x be ~aken ~s ~ny n u m b e r
less t h a n n. The 2~ series would then be given by the expression

"~ Jeurn. 2~oy, Eort. Soc. ~ar. 1891, x~m 1o. 99,
Gard. Churn. 1889, p. 116 ; Ibid. 1890, p. 564 ; Ibid. 1892, p. 12 ; Ibid. 1902, p. 269.
Bet. t~eg. 589, tVIay 1, 1821, under the name P. praenitens, ancl Lindtey's Celgectanea
Bota~ica, Tab. VII, 1821. The plan~s figured in ~he twe works are clearly of very sim[l~r~
if not identieM, types. In Lindtey's plate s drawings of the disse~ed flower apparently
represent %he short-s~yled f o r m ; ~he/flowers shown on ~he pI~nt have ra%her the appearance
of iong-s~yled flower~.
Ba~eson and Gregory, 2~oy. ~ec. ~?roc. ]3, Vol. 76, I90~ P2- 581---586,

R. P. G ~ c , o J ~
ha~e been used as parents: their ofs
~able :
C,ros~
Pure ~hoA-s~.gled x Self . . . . . . . . .
Pure shoi,~-s~yled ~ x Long-s~yled ~
Lo~ig-s~yled ? x Pure shor~-e~yled ~"
Totals

.......

...
...
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are shown in the following
Number of
~hor~yled
plants used

Shorts~,yled

Long~
styled

8
5
~

252
990
2,I7

0
0
0

--

789

0

Several ~housand plants have been raised from crosses of (longs~yled x long-styled), all the offspring being long-s~yled.

Heterozygous short-styZed plants.
The resuRs of crosses in which he[erozygous shore-styIed plants
were used m'e shown in ~he accompanying cable (p. 80).
Although the resaRs are in general harmony wRh simple expec,~a~ion, yet the observed numbers diverge ~ h e r widely from the
calculated ones'. The divergences are, moreover, in opposite directions
according as the cross is of ~he type (DR x-~DR) or of the gyps
(DR x ~ ) and ~he reciprocal form. The heberozygous short-styled
plants, self-fertilized, show a deficiency of short-styled offspring as
compared with the expected ra~io of 3 short : 1 long; the same plants,
crossed either way with long-styled ]plants, give an excess of short-s~yled
offspring. In the former case bite divergence from the ratio 3 : i is
more than ~wiee as great as the probable error of a random sampling
~aken from a population mixed in that ratio; and an equally great
diveNence occurs in ~he resuRs of the crosses (DJ~ x R) and (R x DR)
~aken together -~
z The results of two experiments, each of which would have the effect of slightly
increasing the divergence, have been excIuded from the totals given in the Table (p. 80).
I n each case a tong-styled plant ~ was crossed by a short-styled ~ ; the ~ paa'ents
were k n o w n to be heterozygous, but the offspring, 9 in the one case, ~ in the other,
consisted of short-styled plants only. The cases are excluded owing to the possibility
~hat the two short-styled pIants were b e h a ~ g in a m a n n e r similar to ~ha~ of ~he
abnormal case described on p. 84. One o~her very aberrant family has also been
excluded, owing ~o the possibility of error. This family was produced from a m a t i n g
(2"t ~ • long-styled ~) and consisted of 27 short-styled and 9 long-styled plants (expected
equality).
-~ The probable error for r a n d o m s a m p l i n g of N individuals of two kinds mixed

JW~

in the i)roportlon p : q is given by the f o r m u l a ~.e. = "674g ~ .

The errors given in

the table show the probable clepartures from the exact ra~ios 3 : 1 and i : 1 respectively
tbr the n u m b e r s concerned. I am indebted to ~lr i . B, Bruce, of the Cambridge
Univc~:sRy D e p a r t m e n t of Agriculture, for ~his formula.
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2'c~bde showiny i,zdlviducd femilies ~'a.&edfrom. tAe e~'oss (OT~ x DR).
Year

~umber
in f~mily
=P

#rshom

x se~

1905

19
21.
22
20
46
31
23
51
22
25
79
27
108
1t
12
4
8~
83
17
2~
114
61
24
39
40

1906

1908

8hor~

14
10
15
20
33
20
3.8
40
18
19
61
20
76
6
7
2
60
02
14
15
8t
47
18
32
31

L~ng

5
11
7
6
43
11
5
11
4
6
18
7
30
5 l
5 t
2
24
21
3
7
33
14
6
7
9

igloo
(~ :I)

~m

d=(2"91-~

ds

~d~

2"80: 1
0'91 : 1
2'14 : 1
3'38: ].
2"54: i
1"82:1
3'60: 1
3'64: 1
4'50:1
3'17:1
3"39: i
2'86 : I
2'53:1

53'21
19'1t
47"08
80"06
116"90
56'43
82"79
185'70
99'00
79"25
267"80
77'28
268"18

"11
2'00
"77
"42
"37
1'99
'69
'73
1"59
"26
"48
"05
'38

"1~10
4"0000
'5929
'1764
'1309
1"1881
"4761
"5329
2"5281
"0676
"2304
"0025
"1444

2"299
82'000
].3"044
4"580
0"298
36"831
10"950
27"178
55"618
1'690
18'202
"068
15'306

1"25 : 1

33-75

1" ff6

2"7556

74"401

2'50:1
2"95 : 1
4-67:1
2"14 : 1
2"45: i
3"36: i
3"00: 1
4'57: 1
3-44 : 1

210GO
244-80
79-38
47"08
279'40
204"90
72"00
178'20
137"60

"41
"04
1'76
'77
"46
"46
"09
1"66
'53

"1601
"0016
3-0976
"5929
"2116
'2025
"008i
2"7556
"2809

13"952
"1.33
52"659
13'044
24"122
12'353
"194
2.07"468
11"238

4

4'00 : 1

80'00

1"09

1'1881

23"702

Otl~v hetevozygous shorts x self
1904

20

16

I0

9

3'00 : i

I05"00

"09

-0081

"162

1905
1905
1907
1910

17
48
68
44

12
32
51
32

5
16
17
12

2'40 : 1
2'00:1
300: t
2-67 : 1

40"80
96-00
204"00
117"50

-51
'9I
'09
-24

"2801
'8281
"9081
'0576

4"422
397~9
"551
2"534

Totals

1226

897

329

84"83 : '29

3-569"75

--

--

Weighted m e a n

r a ~.l o = ~Ei~z" : 1=3569'76
1226 : 1=2'91 : I.

Probable error of weighted m e a n

ratio ='07,16 ,V / ZI;Z2d~
(n - i>
= '09.

l~atio=2'91=' '09 : I.

654"816
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T~b~e showing i n d i v i d u a l f a m i l i e s r~ised ./~'om the e~'osses

'YoI~I."

_N~umb~r
in family
='9
8hoJ.'t

!e~ Short •
1905

8
6
i0
30
47
18
33
20
21
36
28
34:
ii
i0
i0
8
7
4

3
2
2
16
34
10
15
8
13
20
ii
17

1907

1910

4
6
4
3
8
3

1905

Totals

~)~~

5t
4~
8
14
13
8
18
12
8
16
17
17

9"84

'82

'6724

16"1376

34"20
193"I-'~
22'50
<!3"01
13'40
34'02
45'00
19-~0
3@00

"09
1"39
"02
"-iO
"56
"39
-02
'58
.23

"0081
1"9321
"O00,1
"1600
"3136
'1521
~000~
-3864
.059.9

,2430
90"9087
"0072
5"2500
6"2720
3"1911
.0144
9.4:192
1-7986

"82 : I

25-42

'41

%681

1"37 : 1

26"03

-14

"0198

"37~94

'41 : 1
I']A :
2"62 :
1"25 :
'83 :
"87 :
1"62 :
1'25 :
"65 :
1.00 :

I
i
i
i
I
].
1
I
I

7}
~I
5}
2
1

5'2111

Short

7
2

5[
3]

1"13:1

19'21

"10

"0100

"1700

i0
Ir
82
49
~8
21

7
7
17
28
13
Ii

3 [
7!
15
21
15
I0

i'40 : 1

83-60

"17

"0289

"8936

1-13
1-83
"87
1"i0

I
1
1
i

36,16
65"17
24'36
23'I0

.I0
.10
"36
'13

.0100
,0100
'1296
'0189

-3200
.4900
3"6288
'3549

1'13 : 1

36.16

.10

.0100

"3,o00

1"38 : I

26"22

'15

'0"),25

"~i275

"32 : 1
1-00 : i

16"40
24"00

"41
'23

'1681
.0529

3"3620
1'2696

1'10 : 1

23"10

"t3

'0169

-3549

1"94 : 1
'84 : 1

97"00
38-(54

"71
"39

.5041
"152I

25"2050
6'9966

--

--

39

17

6
9
3
20
9,4

3
5
9
9
12

6

5

50
46

33
21

724

382

is
1907
1910

. d:~

12
5

Other tgeterozygous Shorts.
1904

d-(1'23-.~)

Short #

O~her IIstsrozygous Shorts.
1904:

p~

Short

F~ Short xLong.
1905

I'~tio
(9: : 1)

Long

6

:
:
:
:

Short g"
t5

11
12
1~

9)
17
25
342

28'80 : 25

391"88

Vc-eighfed mean ra%io=Z~px : i = 891'887~94."i=1"2,3, :I.
Probable ~rror of weighted m e a n r~%~io= '6745 ~
vZ~
= -10.

I~a~io=1"23~-':[0 : I.

~n - 1)

182"4512

R. P. G i ~ a o ~ r
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This would seem to imply the presence of some disturbing cause
affecting the regular Mm~delian distributioo, but it is important to
ascertain what reliance may be placed on the ratio de,ermined from
the sum of all the fkmilies taken togetlmr. If the total resuIts be
~esbed by ~he discordance of the results in the individual families which
make up ~he tegalL it is found ~hat, in the case of the (/)/~ x D R )
crosses ~he approach to the normal 2 : 1 ratio is close, the observed
resuR being 2"91 +'09 : 1 (??able, p. $1).
In the (/)d~, x R) and
(/% x J)_R) crosses the observed result is I.'23 • "10 : t (Table, p. 82)
the theoretical ratio for 724 plants being t'0 + '01 : 1.
Examined in this way, the resuRs obtained a~ present perhaps
scarcely afford a clear indication as to whether the above noted diversenses are to be regarded as merely accidental, or whether they may
have some significance in regard ~o the observed differences in the
relative fertilities, of the various kinds of legitimate and illegitimate
unions.
A n y significance, which ~he foregoing results m a y have in ~his connexion, Iies in the
possibilRy that the observed d~fferenees in the fertility of the legRima~e ancl illegitimate
L~nions ~ m a y be, in t?ar~, due ~o differences in the fertility of the vs,'ions kinds of 9o,~l~etis
unions, or rathe~ (since the resuRs of the m a t i n g s (D/~ x 2 ) and (19 x DR) are in substan~ial agreement) io differences in ~he mortality of She three kinds of zygotes arising
from these unions.
&i1 the experiments ca relative fertility are in agreement in showing ~hat ~he union
(shor~-s~ylsd plant x short-styled plant) i~ distinctly the least ferfiIe, while ~he iegRimate
9anions are the mos~ fertile. Assuming %ha~ all forms of gametic union are equally
fertile, the cross (.DR x DR) would give offspring in the proportion 1 DD : 2 1919 : 1 l~I~
wh~e ~he cross (D~ x 19) wovY_d give 1 D/7 : 1 2/~. But if ~here are differences in the
fei'tiIity of the various ldnds of gametic ~mion, the observed deficiency of short-s~yled
ofgsioring in ~he cross (D19 x/32~) might be due to the small number of 2ure short-styled
~lants which are produced, while ~he excess of short-styled offspring in the cross (Dz~ • 19)
n i g h t be due ~o grea~er fer~ilRy of the u n i o n (D x 19) as sompared wi~h tha~ of ~he union

bRx i%

1 I am greatly indebted to 3It F. J. iVf. Strat~on, Of Gonville and Cail~s College,
Cambridge, for this method of examining the results.
See Darwin, Forms of Flowe~.s, pp. B8--43, 246. Darwin found that the ra~lo of the
fertility of the two legitimate ~mions ~aken together to tha~ of the ~wo/]legitimate unions
was 100 : 58. $gith this ratio ~hat given by m y exi~eriments agrees very closely, but the
fertility of ~he long-styled f o r m whether fertilized by its own or by the other form of pollen,
is greater in the ease of m y pIants Lhau that observed by Darwin. The figures are
i v e r a g e mlmber of seeds per capsule

Long•
33

Short x I,ong
25

Long•
21

Shor~xShort
11

It i s to be presumed that the short-styled plants ~lsed by Darwin and Hildebrand
included, like mine, heterozygous as well as pure individuals.
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If we assume for the momen~ ~hat the observed dlvergenees from the simple N[endelian
roe.los are due to differences of ~his kind, then, if 0i, 02, 0s represent respectively the
ferH1H,ies of the g~metie unions Short x Long, L o n g •
and Shor~ x Short, %he resalts
described ~bove would give
el : 8~ : t ~ a = 1 0 0 : 89 : @k
These figures are quantitatively in general agreemen~ with t~he relative fertilities, as
determined b7 the ~verage number of seeds p~r capsule, of ~he various kinds of union
between plants of di~eren~ form, ~he correspon&/ng figures being lg~ or 100 : 84 : 44
(see p. 8g, tbo%uo~e). The comparison m u s t not be pressed too far, since ~;he actual
fertilities of the various unions, observed in any set of experiments, would depend in part
upon racial characters. The agreemen~ is however rather snggesHve and, taken in conjunction with ~he results of ear examina$ion of ~he observed n u m b e r s by other methods, is
sul~eien~ to ~ustify further investigation.
The poin~ can be tested exi~erimen~ally by de~ermining the constitution of all the
shor~-s~yted plan~s in a number of large F~.~families; we should then find whether there is
any significant divergence from ~he theoretical proportion of 1 pt~re : 2 heterezygous
short-styled offspring.

Abnormal Cases.
A case was described in the previous report ~ in which ~he entire
series of crosses made with a certain shorbstyled plant (No. 6/3) showed
a definite and consisten~ departure from the normal expectation. The
evidence already given showed tha~ No. 6/3 behaved as an ordinary
heterozygous short-s~yied plan~ when used as the female parent in
crosses with long-styled plants, while its male gametes almost exelu~
sively bore the dominant character ~. The case promised to be of some
interest, but unfortunately all the plants used as parents for succeeding
generations proved ~o be normal pure short-styled pianos, giving shortstyled offspring o~Iy, when se[fed and crossed either way wi~h longstyled plants. No Nrther ehcidation of the case is therefore possible.
The F,2s from crosses of this race wi~h long-styled plants showed normal
distribution of shorts and longs in the offspring, and are included in the
F~ table given on p. 80. The results of all the crosses in which this
particular race was used are recorded in the tables given on pp. 85, 86.
1 ]~ateson a~d Gregory, loc. cir. p. 584.
By a n nnfortuna~e arro~ the s t a t e m e n t made in ~he first paragraph on p. 585 of the
previous report is inverted. The con~ex~ makes it clear ~ha~ ~he statement should have
re~d: " t h e vv~des of No. 6 gave ~ mix~m'e of longs ancl shorts, and consequently were
of ~wo ldnds, while all the plan~s raised from i~ ~s male were shor~s."
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mc~de with No. 6/3 a n d it,z progeny

i n d,i~rect clesce~bt.
8hor~aSyled
paren~

x Self
~
~x~tt~ber
of family
.

.

126/5

.

.

.

.

.

Shin'S-styled r • Lo]]g-s~yled ~
.

Shor~s~yled

Longs~yled

0

~.2

Number
of family

Shorts~ylecl

Long~
st,yled

Number
of f~miiy

Shor~s~yled

Longs~yled

39/4

4

2

24/-i

~

0

4314

3

0

7214

7

0

17

a

15

0

80/5
87/5
I04/5
143/5
i~9/5
177/5

1&
10
17
9
8
14

183/5
205/5
213/5

14
46
]7

0
0
0
I
0
0
I~

127/5
12815

3
II

3

21

37/4

14

1~6/5

211/6

{
{

21/6

27

25/7

25

4t

2r~/6

~617

21~/6

[12~/5 was not used
for arosses of

5~

0

27/7

~7

o

~s/7

3~

o

60

0

[2I-'/6 was not used
for crosses of ~his ~ype]

29/7
31/7

3217

23
43

0
0

3~

o

99

0

* Recorded as "doubtfuL"

2
0

2~

this flype

2~/7

Long-s~,yled ? • Shor~-styled3

[126/5 was used as
pa~en~ in one cross,
which gave no seeds]

~/7

12

o

3/7
58/7

2
18

0
0

20

0

~4
68

o
0

122

0

~/7
67/7
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12~bge showi~,g the constitutio~ off the F<_,'sraised f~'om crosses in wldeh
c~nd its progeny were ~sed.
Y~Sho~-s~yled• Self

/~t Shorb s~yled ~ X Longs~yted g (Dlt Xs

(D-g X JAg)

~F~ ShotSstyled plant

Dsbi
,t0=/4
4,3~/4

45~/4
flSe/4~
72~/r

-,'N"Un2 b e t

of/4.

family
124/5
139/5
133/5

I0

ii

33
20

13
6

139/5
174/5
201/5

18
14
40

5
5
ti

128z/5

22/6

69

21

143V5

~4/61-

60

o~4

g~/7

7/8

32

7

27~/7
28~/7
58~/7

20/8
91/8
28/8

47
18
31.

14

420

150

To{als

T,ong~styled ~ XY~Short
sWled g {l{• DIg)

.7qtl lltb e r

Short}- Longs~yled s~yIed

of F~
S h o r t - Long~
f~mify s~yled styled

125/5

3

N'tnnbev

of 1,89 Short- Longfamily s~ylefl s~yl~d

5

{ls8/5

io

s

{

15
34

18
la

82

70

.902/5
203/5

6/3

t146[5

d:

6

lS~/5

3

,5

17

22

6
.9

The origin of the El l~i"nts is shown in ~he preceding ~able. 65214 w~s a s h o r t
s~yled pI~n~ raised from the dot~ble pollinatlon (see Ba~eson and Gregory, I.e.p. 585) of
a long-s~yled 9 x self and 6[3.
J" Two plants from ~his family were bred from and g~ve re~peGively :
X Self

24~/6
24~/6

Shor~
61
7G

2,ti/6 ~ x Lcng~s~yledd

Long
0
21

Shor~
38
.

Long-si,yled ~ x ~{~/6c:

Long
0
.

.

Shor~
58

Long
0

.

~EAF-~HAPE.

There is a considerable range of vaa'iation in ~he form of the leaf in
Primu~c~ s~'nensis. Besides the c o m m o n
palmate and fern-leaf varieties,
Nessrs Sutton have raised a strain in which ~he peculiar l.obing of the
leaf is repeated in the petals, which also somewhat resemble the leaf in
form< Of other types, the ivy-leaf is described below; while i have
1 l~oy. tIort. Soc. Jowrn. go]." xxxv. Pt. I. 1909, p. xx~vi. Tile leaves of ~bfs variety
are deseribecl as approashing those of Ivy ; i~ m~y be well, there[ore, ~o point on~ ~ha~ t~he
character is a differen~ one from gha~ of the strMn to which I have applied ~hs name of
" Ivy-leaf" in this paper.
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this year obeai,~ed a plant which possesses very deeply palmatifid
leaves. I~.1 addition to these variations, which a[reet the general aspect
of the leaf, there also occur less noticeable ones ; as an illustration the
case ma~y be cited era plant, which occurred it~ an ~ ~gmily this year,
~he leaves of which h~d serrate, instead of the usual crenate, margins.

Palmate

and Fern-leaf ~.

The palmate character is dominator, though a slight difference can
sometimes be reeognized"between the pure and heterozygous palmate
types. The shape of the leaf has been recorded its 27 F~ families raised
fl'om crosses between palm- and fern-leaf, the numbers obtained being
1870 palmate, 4.57 fern-leaf (easpec~c~tio~: 7370"~5 : gh&75).

Ivy-leaf.
In 1907 Mr A. W. Elill kindly gave lne a monstrous plant (Pla~e

XXXI fig. 5) which occurred among a batch of seedlings raised by him
from seed obtained from a nurseryraan. The leaves are palmate, bug the
margins are not crenate, as they are in the ordinary form of leaf. This
peculiarity of the leaves is always accompanied by abnorma.1 development of the flowers, which are re@ much redaeed. The abnormality
is much more marked in the early flowers than in the later ones, and if
the plants be grown as biennials or perennials it is generally possible
to obtain good seed from such as survive. A seedling raised from the
original plant is shown in Plate X X X H , fig. 60. It will be seen that
the early leaves (the lower ones in the photograph) have more divided
edges than ~he later ones, and bear a closer resemblance to the leaves
of the ordinary patmate form.
The absence of crenation of the leaf margin behaves as a recessive
character. The F~ from the cross with the ordinary palmate form is a
normal palmate plane. The F='s raised from ( ~ x self) have given 703
palmate, 241 Ivy (ecspestation: 708"0:236"0). Crossed with the ordinary fern4eaf, the Ivy-leaf gives again a aormaI pcdmate plan~ (Pla~e
XXXIt, fig. 61). This Y~, selfed, gives an E~ (PIate XXXII, fig. 61, the
bottom row of plants)consisting of normai palmates, normat ferndeaves,
Bateson: "Tile progress of Cxene~ics siuce the ~disc0very of ~Ien<l~l's papers,"

Prog. l~e.i. Bo~., Bd. 1, 1907, p. 373; Msn&l's P'rinsil)~ss of Heredity, Ga.mb. Univ.
l~ress~ 1909, p, 2~,
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palma~e ivyde',~ves and fern ivy-Ieaves, ~he numbers ob~Mned a~ presm~t
being
E.~yeetation :

Fern.
50
,~ "~

.Palm,
173
163 "l

PMm-Ivy.
46
5~ "~

Fern~Ivy.
21
16"i

I~ is clear thereibre ~bat we are de~ling wRh two independent
characters, namely, (1) the shape of the leaf and (2) the crena~ion
of ~he margin; and it is ~he absence of %he latter character which is
accompanied by ~he ~bnormMRy of the ~lower structures which is
characteristic of the Ivy-leaved variety.
Considering the character of erena~ion only, ~he crosses have given
922 erena~e, 312 non-erenate (expectations: 925".5 : 308"5).
]~[ABIT,

The hybrid be6ween the typical P. sine~sis and the "stel~at~"
variety is ~he well-known "2yrc~mi&dis" fbrm ~.
The prin~ipM ~harac~ers in which the p~ren~ typas differ from one another are :

Si'ne~sls.
(I)

Infloresoende eomp~e~.

(~) Shorter pedicels.
(3) OMyx oylinch~isal, wit.h numerous
~eeth; more or less enclosing the unfokled
oorollm
(4)

Corolh%lobes imbrie~t% erenate.

Ste ~at~.
Early elongation of the main axi~ above
the primary ~mbeI, wi~h production of
secondary ~ncl ~erti~ry umbels.
Long pedicels.
Oatyx ~nbe narrowing a~ the ~op and
shorter,~o ~h~ ~he eorollupro~ru&es before
beginning ~o ~nfohl ; calyx teeth=~he
number of ~he pe~als (5).
Corolla lobes scarcely, if ah M], over'lapping ; hear~-shaped.

The hybrid is intermediate between the ~wo parents; in respec~ of t~e oharaeters
of ~he infloxdscence it app~'oaches more nearly to ~he'~tel~ata form ; ~he calsx has I0--I~
~ee~h ; the degree of erena~ion of ~he margins of ~he poems is somewha~ v~ri~hle, bu~
generally well m~rked.
From ~he study of a plant (No. 54/9, see Pla~e XXXII, fig. 64) which ~ e s s r s Sutton kindly
gave me Ias~ )-ear, i~ is clear tha~ a pianO, although capable at produoing offspring nearly
resembling ~he s~nensis ~ype, may itself ~gpro~eh somewh~ nearly ~o the steZlat~ form.
A series of flowers taken from the p]~n~ in classY[on is shown in Plate XXXII, fig. 6i.
There is some r~nge of variation in ~he corollas of individual flowers, some of which are
scarcely cren~te a~ all ; ~he plant also resembled the ste~h~ta form in Rs elonggted axis
and long pedicels.
The p].~n~, when sel~ed, gave 21 offspring, of whioh 2 we~e ~ue s t e ~ a t ~ 12 were
ole~rly intermediate, 7 ~pproaohed si~ensfs, bu~ of ~hese seven 3 showed a sh'ong
1 Ba~eson, Mendeg's Principles of Heredity, Gamb. Univ. Press, 1909, pp. 26 and 68.
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tendency ~o ~he developmen~ of high sl)ires of flowers, and ~he corollas progruded from
~he calyx in ~he young bed.
A detailea study of the wrious characters of these offapring suggests that we are not
ye~ justified in regarding the differenee~ between the sinensi~ and stellata types as
depending upon one ~aetor. If it shoulfl prove tha~ ~he characters of the axis, of the
calyx and of tl~e corolla may be inherited independently, ~he character designated here
as stsllata rnusi be taken to refer ~o the form of lhe corolla.
:

The s t e l l g t a tbrm used in ~he g r e a t m a j o r i t y of my e x p e r i m e n t s
was a s t r a i n known as " P r i m r o s e Q u e e n " (Plate X X X , fig. 12, a n d
Plate X X X I I , figs. 62 and 63, No. 37/9). T h e F~, resulbing from t h e
Cl;OSS of this w i t h a p l a n t of t h e t y p i c a l s i n e n s i s habit, consists of
s i n e n s i s , p y r a q ~ z i d a l i s and s t e l l a t a forms.
T h e original " I v y - l e a f " p l a n t
als0 proved to be a s t e l l a t a form. W h e n ~his p l a n t is used, I v y - l e a v e s
of course a p p e a r in the F o, in a d d i t i o n to the forms a l r e a d y m e n t i o n e d .
The F~ I v y - l e a v e s are p r e s u m a b l y of different forms, c o r r e s p o n d i n g w i t h
t h e ibrms m e t wi~h in t h e n o r m a l l y developed plants, but, owing to
the poor d e v e l o p m e n t of the flowers and inflorescence, i~ is i m p o s s i b l e
to gay m o r e t h a n t h a t , in some, t h e petals were more or less e r e n a t e .
I t is n o t easy to draw a s h a r p line of distinc}ion b e t w e e n t h e
pyrawidatis
forms a n d t h e t r u e s i n e n s i s t.ype; in t h e following t a b l e
t h e y are therefore g r o u p e d together.
T h e n u m b e r s o b t a i n e d are
F~ •
Number o~
Ye families

E xpectativn

...

Total

S~dkz~a

Ivy

19

1030

342

--

--

102P'0

843

--

67

7I

Crosses in which
Ivy-leaf was used f
Expectatio~

and in~ermedie~e

F~ x S~s~J~.

2

...

21

...

--

151

1181
1192"5

N ~ m b e r of
F2 f~n~lies

3

and i~termerli~te

35

--

87"5

37-5

--

--

409

397"5

St~ba'~c~

40

--

m

m

DOUBLE FLOWERS.
Two t y p e s of d o u b l i n g of the flowers Jn ! P r l q n u ~ a s i n e n s i s a r e k n o w n
to me, in bo~h cases in long-styled plants, t h o u g h e x p e r i m e n t s a r e i a
progress which, i t is hoped, witI give shor~-styled doubles 1.
Shm%-styled doubles of the type shown in Text-fig. A, have now (Feb. I911) been
ob~alned, in the F~ from short-style, single x Iong-style, ~toubte. So far as the morphotogy
o~ ~he corolla i~ concerned, the short and long-styled doubles very closely resemble one
~not,her; they differ of course in the size of ~he pelion grains and in the length of the
s~yle.
Journ. of Gem -~
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In the more common double (Text-fig. A), the supernumerary
segments are inserted aC ~he throat of the tube, one segment ocetlrring
opposite each petal. The anthers are somewhat exser% mad are attached
just at the base of the supernumerary segment; the position of the
anthers might easily lead one to suppose that the flower ~vas "thrumeyed," were it not for the long s~yte and the size of the pollen. The
supernumerary segments are rsve)'sed; that is to say, ~he external side
resembles the upper (internal) su:rNce of the normal petal, while the
internal side is like the back of the latter<

>

A

B

In the old-fashioned double (Text-fig. B) the doubling is more
complete than in the more usuat form, and a number of supernumerary
segments occupy the centre of the flower% The supernumerary segments
are of different orders; the primary segments are inserted, one opposite
each petal, on the corolla tube at the constriction which, in the normal
type, would mark the position of the stamens. These primary segments
are not reversed, but ~hey bear secondary supernumerary segments
which show the reversal s. The Iatter are attached to the primary
segments at, or rather below, the region corresponding witch the throat.
Our plants of this type are of a pale pink, so that the reversal of the
colouring is not so conspicuous as in the full coloured races of the
ordinary double, but i~ shows clearly iu ~hat the yellow "eye" at their
base is on the external side, whiie ~he internal side resembles the outside
of the primary segments and of the ~rdinary petal. The plan,s bear
no stamens at all and the female organs are generally represented by
Cf. ~Ias~ers, Vegetable Tsratslogy, 1869, p. 449.
o CL Mas~ers: los. sit. p. 315.
In bo~h "kinds of cloubbs ~he morphology of the reversed segments is obscure, ~nrl i~
is zxog clear ~ha~ these s~ruc~ures are of ~he same na4ure in ~he ~wo e~ses.
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a group of foliar ea.rpels ;, surroundi ug an axis on which are borne naked
ow.des. Proliferation of the axis is frequent, ttitherto I have 'nob been
able to raise any seed from these plants, but some cuttings, taken late
in the season and only coming into flower in Nay last, have developed
what appear gb be normal ovaries, and it is hoped that experiments
will be possible in the N~ure.
Inheritance of ordinary double.
The ordinary tbrm of doubleness is a recessive character ~. W~en
crossed with singles, it gives a sit~gle /5'~, which on self-fertilization
gives singles and doubles in the proportion of 3 : I. The actual
nmnbers obtained in 15 families are 762 singles, 28~ doubles
(e~pec~a~io'~: ~8/~'5 : ~62,5) ~.
The double race used in all the foregoing experiments had[ i~s origin in a whi/;e single
obtMned from a nurseryman fn t903. T h e plant prove/[ to be heterozygons, tl~'owing
:~ingles and doubles. Every degree of doubleness was exhibited ~mong the various
individuals of this race, ann the p h e n o m e n o n was repeated in some of our s
On
~he other h0,nd, certain plan~s, derived from the same strN~ , produced nothing ba~
ful/ doubies, and in the 2~'s from their crosses wi~h singles, the distinction between
~he singles and ~he doubles was qui~e sharp, ~11 the latter being fully double.

~HAEACTEI~S

OF

THE

"EYE"

OF THE

FLOWERI

In the majority of horticultural s~:rains the yellow or yellowish-green
" e y e " of the flower occupies a smatl and well~defined area round the
mouth of the corolla tube. Besides this type of eye there exist two
other kinds; in the first, the eye occupie s a much larger area, the
yellow colour extending well over the bases of the corolla lobes
(" Primrose Queen," Plate XXX, fig. 12 and Plate X X X I I , figs. 62
and 63, No, 37/9) ; the second type is represented by the white-flowered
race "Queen •
in which the eye is act distinguished fl'om
the rest of the corolla, the whole flower being uniformly white (Plate
XXX, fig. 11 and Plate XXKII, fig. 62, No. 3~/9).
Eye-eharadters are inherited quite independently of any of the
o~her eharaeVers which I have studied, but they affect certain o~her
characters with which gheh? may occur in combination in the same
Cf. ~asiers, los. sit. pp. 262, 297.
s ]3atsson, Sfe'ndsl's !arinei~les oft-Zeregity, C~mb. Univ. Press, 1910, p. 199.
.'.1 The d/screpanoy is aimos~ entirely due to one F~. family which consisted of 66 singles
and 4.5 doubles. Five other F~'s h-ore the same parents however g~ve 188 singles,
61 doubles.
7"2
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individual. The effect of the large yellow eye in giving rise, in the
absence of the factor for short-style, to the " hemostyled" form has
been fully described on previous occasions ~. Both the lm'ge yellow eye
and the white eye have etI'eets when combined with cereain coIoar
characters of the flower. Getgain eoloured forms poss6ss a blotch of
deep colour, which in flowers with the ordinary eye occupies a welldefined area at the base of the corolla lobes (Plate XXXI, figs. 50, 51).
If this character be combined with the large yellow eye, the deep colour
is, so to speak, pushed further outwards, and forms a rather ill-defined
band round the periphery of the area occupied by the pigment of the
eye ~. But, so far as my observations go, when " Q u e e n Alexandra" is
crossed with the same coloured race, the bIoteh of deep colour is
not developed in ~he F~ plants which have the whi~e eye, though the
corresponding forms with the ordinary eye are blotched.
(1)

Large yellow eye • small eye:

.The accompanying table (p. 93) shows the results, inclusive of
those previously pubtished~, which have been obtained from crosses of
the "homostyled" plants with both short- and long-styled plants ha.ring
the ordinary eye. The crosses in which the F.2 plant was setfed show
a considerable deficiency of large-eyed offspring, and in those cases in
which the small-eyed paten% was shor~-styled, the deficiency is almost
confined to the short-s~yled offspring.
The crosses of the form
( D R x R ) have given results which, in the a.ggrega~e, do no~ differ
appreciably from expectation, though again, in those cases where we
are also concerned with short and long style, the distribution of the
offspring among the four Wpes is no~ very smooth ~, and is particularly
irregular in one aberrant family (given separately in the table) where
the excess of short-styled offspring with the small eye is very marked.
It is only in the early years, however, that any great discrepancy
manifests itself. Very few crosses have been made with short-styled
parents since 1906; but experiments with long-styled plants have been
BMeson and Gregory, loc. c,it. ]pp. 582--584.
For ilk~s~ra~ion of flowers of ~hia kind see Ba~eson, ~ffe'l~del's P~'inciples ej' Heredity,
O~mb. Univ. Press, 1910, Pin.is YL figs. 19, 21.
B~teson and Gregory, loc. cir. p. 584.
'~ In this connexion it m~s~ be borne in mine[ ~h~t in ~he crosses between shor~ a.nd
long style ~hcte is throughou~ a deficiency of short-styled offspring when the Yl is selfsd,
and ~n excess when the F~ is crossed with the long-s~yled. T h i s would, of coarse,
h~ve a disturbing effee~ in cases such as ~ha~ under nc~iee.
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continued, and the totals for the last three years are 972 small-eyed,
326 large-eyed (expectation: 973"5:32~'5). It is therefore impossible
~o attach any great importance to the discrepancy in the early years,
though at the same time it remains unexplained.
(2)

White eye x small yellow eye:

The white-eyed race (" Queen Alexandra") is a recent addition
~o my collection and only a few 7~ families have been raised from
crosses in which i~ takes part.
The heterozygote resulting from the cross with a small-eyed race
can be distinguished, on close examination, from the pure "Queen
Alexandra" by a faint appearanc.e of yellow or yellowish-green, which
is most pronounced on the rays corresponding with the median line of
each petal (Plate XXXII, fig. 62, No. 35/9) ~. Three F~ families have
been raised from the self-fertilized hybrid, and have given 182 white
eye and heterozygous, 67 small yellow eye (eccpec~ation: 786'75 : 6?0"25).
(3)

White eye x large yellow eye.

The heterozygo~e resulting from this cross is not distinguishable to
the eye from that of the preceding case (Plate XXXII, fig. 6"2,
No. 36/9). The one F.., family raised from the hybrid by selffertilization has given 52 white eye and heterozygous, 12 large yellow
eye (eccpectagon : $8 : 76). An attempt to separate the pure from the
heterozygous white-eyed offspring gave 19 with no trace of colour in
the eye, 33 with faint yellow rays,
CoLouJ~.
The various fbrms of red stem, and ~he colours of the fl.owers, are
due to the preseuce of coloured s~p. Both in the stem and in the
flower the simple colour may be modified by the action of numerous
factors which affec~ its distribution, intensity and tint. Thm'e is a close
relation between the colour of the flower and that of the stem, in that
fully coloured flowers are only produced by plants having fully coloured
stems. The deepes~ colour in the flowers of a green-stemmed plant
is that exhibited by the pale pink strain known as "t~eading Pink"
(Plate XXX, fig. 13), while the whlte-edged type exempIiiied in "Sirdar"
is characteristic of plants in which the stem-eolour is restricted to t h e
I The eon~r~sg between ~he yellow rays and ~he white ground is somewhat intensified
in photographi~ repmdnet, ion.
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collar emd bases of the petioles (Plate XXX, fig. 4~; Plate XXXI,
figs. %~, 45). The degree to which colon1" is developed in the stem
may therefore be taken as an index of the limRs within which the
eolour of the flowers will be confined. All the red-stemmed whites
which I have examined were found to be white in virtue of factors
which in hibR die development of eolour in the flower, ~hough their
range of action does not extend to the stemt
A.

STE~>COLOU~S.

Various hypes of coloured seems are illustrated in Plate XXX. The
plan.ts shown in figs. 1, 9~, ~ and 5 all possess, in varying degrees, the
common purplish-red sap. Sap of this eolour is present in the s[ems
of all the races which have the usual magen[a or red [lowers, and
though there are, no doubt, minor diffm'enees in the tint in dif~%ren~
r~oes, R is scarcely possible in practice to make any distinction between
forms which clffibr in so slight a degree. There are, however, two kinds
of flower-eoIour which are associated with disti~active stem-oolours;
in the races svhich have blue flowers the stem has a corresponding
colour, as compared with that of the commoner purplish-red types;
while tbe clean red stem, shown in fig. 3, is, so far as my observations
go, limited, in the fully coloured fbrm, to the strain known as "Orange
King" (fig. 8).
In coloured stems the red sap m W be distributed over the whole of
the s~ems and petioles (Plate XXX, figs. I and 2), or it m W be developed
only in certain regions, the other parts being green. Fig. 4 shows a
form in which the colour occurs only in the collar and bases of the
leaf and flower stalks ; in plants wRh coloured flowers this type of stem
is always associated wRh a peculiar distribution of the flower-eolour
which is chsraeteris[ic of the sgrain known as "Sirdar" (Plate XXXI,
figs. 4~, 4~5). t n fig. 5 there is represented a lower type of s~em-colour,
in which ~he eolour is most pronounced in the young petioles. It is
often only faint, and is sometimes scarcely discernible in the older leaf
stalks, so that the character is somewhat elusive. It is dominant to
the eompte~e absence of sap-colour exhibited by "Snowdrift" (fig. 7),
but the discrimination between the various types in X= is difficult,
~he more so since Snowdrift" brings in a factor which reduces the
apparent colour to a minimum.
"

gr

z Keehle ~nd Peltew recozd the existence of a ~eoessive white on red s t e m [goz~nt.
g e l . ~. 1910, p. 1).
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In the foregoing types the colour extends into the root-stock and
roots, and in the faintly eoloured forms its presence is much more easily
detected there than in the stem, where the eolour of the sap is masked
by the green cotour of the chlorophyll.
The plant represented in fig. 6 is the "Ivy-leaf." In this form the
colour can be recognized most readily in the young petioles, and it also
appears, though more faintly, in the pedicels. In older leaves the
colour m a y be noticed a~ the base and sometimes along the edges of
the leaf~statk. It does not appear ~o extend to the root-stock and roots.

Outline of the i~heritauoe of ste~-cdo~tr.
In its general outlines, the inheritance of stem-eolour is simple.
Thus, the red'stem crossed with a green-stem gives an F~ in which
the red-stemmed ot~Spring are either approximately 9 in 16, or 3 in 4,
according to the constitution of the green-stemmed parent. The fult
colour crossed with the faint colour (fig. 5) ~ves, in F~, 3 of the former
to 1 of the latter, and similarly the faint colour behaves as a simple
dominant to the complete absence of eolour.
Although the character of the stem in "Sirdar" is, in its lighter
shades, not very different in appearance from that of other faintly
eoloured types, the inheritance of stem-colour can be most simply
explained if the "Sirdars," which appear in certain F~]s, are regarded
as forming a par~ of the fully coloured population, lacking, however, in
the factor (F) which effects the even distribution of the colour in the
stems and flowers: We have then ~ factor (R) for eolour, and epistatie
to/~, and without effect is its absence, a distributing factor F ~. In
order to provide for the existence of the forms with some faint
eolour in the petioIes we require to assume the existence of another
factor (Q) determining this character, which is iodependent of _R and F
and is unaffected by them, except in so far as the faint colour is not
discernible when ~ and F are present.
In crosses between plants with the lower grade of stem-colour and
those without colour, the last factor (Q) only comes into play, and the
3 : 1 ratio is obtained in F~ (Table, p. 98, II.). Since "Sirdars" have
only occurred in my experiments in cases in which "Snowdrift" was
1 The use of a so-called distributing fae~or is in~ended merely ~s providing a simple
m e a n s of formulating the observed results. The reI~i~ion which subsists b e ~ e e i t ~he
" S i r d a r " ~ypes and ~he selLeolours i~ probably different from ~ha~ which obtains between
fl~kes and selLcolours (p. I22),
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used, we are justified in assuming that alI the other races which have
been used possess the factor F; consequently, crosses between the fullcoloured stem and the faint eotour merely exhibit tile segregation of
the factor R, the effect of Q, which is present in all the offspring,
beiag masked when R is also present (Table, p. 98, III.). The same
applies to the crosses beLween the full colour and the green stem,
but in ~his ease one-third of the offspring have clean green stems
(Table, p. 99, IV.)~
In the $:js from crosses between "Snowdrift" and races with fully
coloured stems "Sirdars" occur; and if the factors inhibiting flowercolour be absent, the F.~ is found to contain approximately, in every 16
plants, 9 with fully eoIoured stems and flowers, and 3 "Sirdars"; while
of ~he remaining 4, 3 may have faint colour in the petioles, or they may
all be devoid ofcolour in the stem, according to the presence or absence of
the factor for faint eolour in ~he coloured parent. The total numbers
obtained in these crosses (Table, p. 99, V. C) show some divergence
fi'om the expectation set forth above, in giving an excess o f " Sirdars/'
The divergence is however almost entirely due to the results obtained
fl-om the first two families raised, which gave Jc~2 full, 75 " S i r d a r "
and 67 faint and green. In the lager experiments a close approximation
to ~he theoretical proportions has been maintained, the numbers
obtained being 829 full, 110 "Sirdar," i34 faint and green. In crosses
between '~ Snowdrift" and red-stemmed dominan~ whites, the " S i r d a r "
character cannot he determined with any accuracy in those offspring
which have white flowers. In these F.'s the observed numbers of fuilcoloured s~ems and lighL stems (including" Sirdars ") approximates very
closely to the expected ratio of 9 : 7 (Table, p. 99, V. B).
There remain however cases in which the 9 : 7 ratio is clearly
indicated in F~'s from which " Sirdars" are absen~ (Table, p. 98, L).
Only ~wo such eases have been me~ with, but the result strongly
suggests that, in .Prim~da, as elsewhere, a~ least two complementary
factors are necessary for the production of coIour. In one of the cases,
thecharacter of faint stem-eoIour was not recorded separately, and we
only know that the family consisted of 51 fully eoloured and .33 light
or green stems. In the other ease, the coloured parent was a dominant
white, and the offspring consisted of ~9 fully coloured, 13 with eolour
i~ the petioles, and 25 devoid of eolour, or ~9 fully eoloured, 38 light
s~ems (.-9 : 7 =.~8'95 : 38"06). In so far as reliance can be placed upon
the distinction between plants with faint cotour in the petioles ~cnd
those devoid of eolour, this result Nrther suggests that one eomple-
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men~ary factor (U) is comnlon bo~h to the faoOor for full oolour (R) and
~o that for faint oolotlr (Q), so that the combination Cl{ gives ful~
oolouV, and the combination CQ gives ~hint colour in ohe collar. The
oons8itution of the hybrid would ~hen be Cc R r Qft, and the F., would
consist of ~he Lhree types in the proporOion of 36 full - 9 f~in~ : 19 green,
or, in a total of 87 plants, 48"9~ : 12"23 : 25"83.
The ouly m~tings of the "Ivy-]eaf" ~rom which F.~'s have as yet been
obtained, are its crosses with "Snowdrift" and with full-coloured forms.
The Jg~from ~he cross with "Snowdrift" is chiefly interesting in connexion with the partial suppression of stem-colours, and is considered
more fully under ghag head (p. 101). Unlike the majority of the
experiments on st;era-co]our, in which the observed results 'agree wiCt
the expeet.a~ion ve W f'ah'Iy closely, there is a gre'at dearth of [ighW
stemmed offspring in ~he F.]s from the crosses be6ween " I v y - l e a f " "and
plants with ~h]ly coloured stems. The deficiency is most m~rked in
the class in which ~he ligh~ colour is combined wi~h {he "Ivy-le'af"
habi6, but is "also "apparent, though in iess degree, ill the Eght-s~emmcd
plants of the normal kind. There do not however appe.ar to be
suff~ei6n~ grounds for supposing thab any novel phenomenon occurs
in t h e s e cases.
Tabae shozolng the results off expe~'iments in regard to stem-colour.
I.

Red stem (C 1~$' Q) x Gree~ stem (e r ~ q)
Y~ selfed

t family

lied

. . . .
Totals

l%ed 49

.,.

ExTectettio'n (9 : 7)
II.

51

::

i00

Green 25"

x

71

96"2

7#8

Paint colouv in 2e~ioles (C Q) x Green stem (C g)
Fl selfed

9 families

Fain~ coloar

Exp~etatie~ (3 : 1}
III.

Ligh~ 33
Colour in ~e~ioles 13
"-38

366

No eolour seen

372'0

180
12@0

7~ed ~tem (C 7~.g Q) • Fain$ co,our (C w.F Q)
FI selfed

II families

JSxpeeta*ien (8 : I)

l~ed stem

384

378"0

F~h1~ colour

i~0

126"0

t Shriefly speaking this combination gives the par~i-eoloured ~yloe " Sirdar," but as no
" Sirdars" appear ha ~his E~ we are not here concerned wi~h the distribution of the
fUll eolour,
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IV.

2ted ste.~,~ (0/RE) x Green stem, no c(~our seen (C r F )
~1 ael'[ed

II families

R e d s~em

Expectagon (3 : 1)
F~ x g r e e n s~em

6 families

C,rossss giving " S i r d a r s . "

395

No eolonr ~een

392"25
,,

128

130'75

99

E.~.22ectation (2 : 1)
V.

99

,,

lOq~

201 "Z

I 0 I "5

R e d s~em (C 2~17 Q) x " S n o w d r i f ~ " (C ~:]: q)

In Ig0fi many l]]~n~s wer~ discarded as seedlings ; ~ ~here is no record of ~he floweriehgr~eters of these
,ptgn~s, the "Sirdgrs" c~nno~ be disCingnished from the other lighbstemmed Lypes. In the Fs's from (" Snow~
drifb"xdonfinant white) ~he flower characters of u proportion of the ft~mily are masked by ~he presence
of t,he don~n~n~ whi~s chr~raa~er,and in such eases ~he "Sirdars" eanno~ be cer~Mnly distingeJshed from
o~her ligh~~tems.
A.

] 9 0 5 crosses,
F 1 selfed

& families

]Red s~em

Expectation (9 : 7)
B,

69"2

8 families

R e d s~em

Expectation (9 : 7}

58"8

,,

'4,10

337

437"1

389"9

Colom'e4, r e d s~em x " Snow(h'if~."
F~ s e l f e d 11 f~milies

R e d s~em

Expectation {9 : 3 : 4)
Vl.

Ligh~ s~em ( i n c l u d i n g [
"Sfi'd~r")
} 47

D o m i n a n t whi~e x " S n o w d r i f t . "
2~ self~d

G.

75

t~ed stem x " Ivy-leaf.

F1 selfed

~71

"Sh'dar"

482"1

Fain~ colour
~md g r e e n ~ 201

185

160"69

21~,'25

'~

Red s~em

7 families

Ext~ectation

,..

P~lm~te
626

L~ght stem
Ivy
197

587'25

195"75

PMma~e
177

Ivy
44

295'75

823

2~i

783 "0

26I "0

65"25

The red s~evz of "0rct~ge Kiny" (Plate XXX, fig. 8),
"Orange King" originated in horticulture a few years ago, and wag
obtained by ~essrs Sutton as ~ sport from " Crimsoa King," The
"Orange King" cbamcger of flower and stem is recessive to ~h~t of
" Crimson Kingj' ~nd in ~he F~ the two forms reappear in numbers
approximabing be the 3 : 1 ratio. This result would indicate that
a single factor suffices to restore those characters which differentiate
"Orange King" from '~ Grimson King." The only other makings of
"Orange King" of which I have experience are those with "Snowdrift."
The hybrid resulting from this cross is indistinguishable to the eye
from the hybrid between "CHmson King" and "Snowdrift," The
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"Orange King" characters of stem and flower are however so intimately
associated that the fuller consideration of this case may be deferred
until the section dealing with flower-colour (p. I14).
Partial Suppression of Colour.
The light shades of the colour in the stem are dominant to the
intense shades, This fact is well illustrated in the _//',.,'s i;-om (" Ivyieaf" x deep red stem), where the re&stemmed plants fall into two)
sharply separated categories. The numbers obtMned are:
...

Light
157

.Iat, ense

3 famiEe~
Xxl)ectaEon

...

15~'5

51 "5

49

Similar sharply divided categories are found in f~nailies r~ised from
the cross of a deep red stem with the F~ of (" Snowdrift" x deep red
stem). The numbers obtained ia these crosses are :
9 families
Jgx2ectation

Ligh~
"intense
...
I98
909
+3 doubtful (occurred in one f~mily)
...

equality.

It is clear from these eases that the light class, ~aken as a whole,
may be explained as being due to the presence of a single factor,
epista~ic to the factors for eolour, which diminishes the intensity of
the pigmentation (pallifying factor). In the F~'s produced by the selffertilization of the F2 from the cross ("Snowdrift" x deep red stem) there
are forms intermediate between the light and the very dark red stems,
and Lhe separation between the classes is by no means sharp. No doubt
many of these intermediate forms.are the result mereIy of heterozygosis
in the factors for colour and for its partial suppression. In differen~
pure races, however, and in the hybrids produced by their makings,
colour is developed to very different degrees, ~nd in order to account
for the detailed phenomena it would probably be necessary further to
elaborate the simple scheme put forward here, which is intended only
to apply to the general oublines of the phenomena of the partiM
suppression of stem-coIour.
The partial suppression of flower-colour follows, in general, very
similar lines to that of stem-eolour, bub is independent of the latter,
at least to the extent that light flowers may occur on deeply coloured
stems.
In the Iower grades of stem-colour the same relation subsists between the light ~nct
intense sta~es as in the fully eoloured Wpes, bat the separation of the categories is
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of eo~]rse a ma~ter of much greater prae~,ieal difficulty.

The pein~ h a s been studied with
some care iu the cross ("Snowdrift '~ x " I v y - l e a f " :}, The FL has a faint ~raee of colo::r
i~ the y o u n g petioles; the Ps consists of (1) plants with full colour in the y o u n g petioles,
which grade I:hrough rather l~gh~er forms ~o (2) those in which t'aint colour in the
petioles can be recognieed with certainty; a n d these again grade, through doubtful
forms, ~o (3) ~hose in which no colour can be detected. Precise numerical results cannot
be given, b ~ so far as can be judged ~he constitution of the families can be fully explaine~l
wi~hou~ t h e assumption of any other factors t h a n ~hose for aolour and for its partial
suppression.

B. FLOWER-COLOURS.
The various colours exhibited by Privzula slne~sls may be classified
as (1) fuII colours, which may exist either ia the self or in flaked
patterns (Pla~e XXXI, figs. 56--59), and are always associated with
fully coloured stems; (2) "Sirdars" (Plate XXXI, figs. 4z~, ~.5), in
which the characteristic distribution of the full eolour is associated with
a, definite type of s~em-colouring; and (3) pale colours (Plate XXXI,
~3g. 4~6) which occur only ca green or faintly coloured s~ems.
White flowers may occur in association with stems of any kind, and
may be dominant or recessive to colours. The dominant whites owe
their character to the possession of factors which inhibit the development
of colour in the flower (see under "Inhibition," p. 105).
The fult colours and "Sirdars" may be sub-divided into blues,
magentas and reds; in the pale class, however, no distinction of this
kind can be drawn, for the pale forms which correspond with the
magenta full eolours (and give magenta offspring when crossed with
a red) are quRe indistinguishable to the eye from those which
correspond with the red class (and give onty red offspring when
crossed with reds).
Colours belonging to all these classes appear in the offspring of
certain hybrids; the sharpness of the separatign between the various
classes of full eoiours varies, however, in different cases, and though in
the majority the classes are fairly readily distinguished, in others
intermediate Ibrms occur. Whether ~hese intermediate forms are
always heterozygous canno~ ye~ be said; in the few experiments in
Which they have been tested they have proved ~o be so ~.
The "Ivy-leaf ~' used in the experiments on stem-colour was heterozygous for the
paliifylng factor. Hence the appearance of " I v y - l e a f " here as the parent lacking the
pallifying rattier, and previously as the p a r e n t bringiDg in that factor.
"~ A plant wibh red Stigmas, which probably belonged go the tea class but had flowers
of a eolenr somewhat intermediate between ~he magenta and red classes, ha~ since proved
~o be hemozygous for its type of ~otour.
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I h a v e n o t y e t u n d e r t a k e n a n y s y s t e m a t i c e x p e r i m e n t s w i t h the
b l u e - f l o w e r e d s~rains of Pr'ivv~dct sinensis. Bh~es o c c u r r e d a m o n g t h e
offal)ring of a c e r t a i n m a g e n t a p l a n t o b t a i n e d in 1903, in s u c h p r o p o r t i o n s as to c o r r o b o r a t e t h e more e x t e n d e d r e s u l t s obt.ained b y N[essrs
S u t t o n , w h i c h show t h a t the b l u e c o l o u r is a n u l t i m a t e r e c e s s i v e ~.
F o r t h e p u r p o s e of these e x p e r i m e n t s it has been found c o n v e n i e n t
to w o r k m a i n l y w i t h w e I l - k a o w n h o r t i c u l t u r a l strains, w h i c h p r o v i d e a
series of fixed s t a n d a r d s of colour. T h e eolours of the races of w h i c h
p r i n c i p a l use has b e e n m a d e are i l l u s t r a t e d in P l a t e X X X I .
F o r conv e n i e n c e of r e f e r e n c e d e s c r i p t i o n s of ~he v a r i o u s t y p e s are giver~ below,
Description o2' strains used in experiments on eoloz~r.
1~ecessive White.
'r 8n-OWDaZ~T." (Plate XXX, figs. 7, 10.) FerndeM, green stem, white, green stigma.
Pale eolom's.
" :R~DISG PImC' (Plate XXX, fig. 13.) Palmate, green stem, pale-pink, green stigma.
~'ttl~ eoleurs.
Saracen P1-.'r Palmate, purplish-re(1 stem (light}, salmon-pink, green s~igma, short
style.
l~osy Mi~Em~. (Pla~e XXX, figs. 19, ~90.) Falma~e, pul~pllsh-red s~em (light),
magenta (rosier than 2'1 ~ype, light), green s~igma.
"Cnr~soN KING." (121~te XXX, fig. 9.) Palmate, purplish-red s~em ~deep), deep
crimson, red stigma.
"O~aXGE K~N~." (Plate XXX, figs. 3, 8.) P~lm~te, red (not purplish-red) siem,
plmc flowers, red s~igms.
Dvrainant Whites.
Dox~m.E W ~ .
Palmate, green slem wRh colour in leaf bases (Plume XXX, fig. 6),
double white flowers, green stigma.
"l~rm~osE QUEEN." (Plate XXX, fig. 12.) Palmate, purplish-red s~em (light), whi~e
flower~, green s~igm~, large yeltoW eye.
"Qu~E_~ M,Exa.~m~,~." (Pt~te XXX~ fig. 11.) Palmate, purplish.reel s~em, whRe,
green stlgma, whi~e eye,
Celour uncertain (see p. 122).
"Iv~-LE:~r." (PlateXXX, fig.5, PlaleXXXII, fig. 60,) Palma~%nen-crenate, stelia~u,
green s~ems wi~h colour in leaf bases'-', flowers? very pMe eolot~ flaked, green
stigma. The "Ivy-leaf" is a very monstrous type, the non-crenate character of
the leaves being always accompanied by partial abor~icrt or" the florM organs.
Stamens are ef~en absen~ and the coroila may be reduced ~o a tube surrounding
the style, wRhout peoal-lohes. Petal-lobes, when developed, m~y be only small
strap-shaped s~ruetures. Owing ~o the poor development of the corolla the eolcur
of ~he plant used in the experiments cannot be determined with eertain~y. Such
plants as survive nsually become fer~ile in ~.he second year, producing however

Bateson's Mendel's P,rinciples of Heredity, Comb. Univ. Press, I909, p. 135.
The colour is insufficiently shown agains~ ~he dark background in lhe pl~e.
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0nly small tlnantities of pollen. A very common character of the " I v y d e a f " ~s
that ~he axis of the inflorescence tbrme a more or less conical elongation above
the whorl af pedicels, a~ ~he apex of which carpellary structures m a y be
d~velopad, or ovules may be borne on an exposed disc, which is someHmes
surrounded by small lobed expansion~ (probably carpels) each germinating in a
knob resembling a s~igma~. In extracted i~-forms wi~h green sHgmas these
expansions are green, i~ those with red sHgm~s ~hey are cotoared.

O~r

of ~he inha'itct.noe of flov2er-odo~.m

When a plant with fully eoloured stems and flowers is crossed with
the albino "Snowdrift," the ~ consists of
Full-eolours, "Sirdars," Pale eolonrs and Whites
i n t h e ratio of 9 full : 3 "Sirdar" : 4 pale eolour and white. Although
the number of whites recorded in these Y,'s is somewhat less khan
1. in 16, there can be no doubt, I think, tha~ this represents the
proportion in which they really occur -~.
tn a family of this kind, the plants having,~futly coloured stems
tigways have fully eoloured flowers ; that is to say, the full eolour, when
presen% is distributed thr0ughout the whole plane. Consequently, ig
is not necessary irt this ease to draw a distinction between stem~eolour
and flower-colour, since the colour of both behaves as a single uniP.
The inheritance of the full eolour, then, follows the scheme outlined in
the case of stem-eolour (p. 96), in which the relation of the "S/Mars"
to the NIl eolours is also explained.
The place of ~he pale eolours in the scheme must be left undecided
until further data are available, i t may prove that they constitute an
independent series of colours, comparable with the ~aint stem-co]ours
in their relation to the fidi eolours; or they may perhaps result from
the resolution of the combination of factors to which the full eolour
1 The s~ractures described

by ~ r L. 0 r a w s h a y in a malformed P r i m u l a (Jo~rn. Roy.

Hort.~ Soc, xxxw. 1910, p. xxix) are apparently of the same nature.
" The discrepancy is almost certainly due to ~he difSoMties attending the separation
of the pale colom's from ~he whites. The facf H~at w~ have sometimes de~oeted a trace of
cotour in l~ure " Snowdrift," when the plants have i~een kept cool, points in ~he same
dh~eetion.
a Nestle and Pellsw's experiments (JouT'n. Genetics, Vol. L 19!0, p. 1) indicate fhat in
certain pigmented forms one, a~ least, of the factors which de,ermine the production of
eolour may be absen~ from the flowers, which are then whi~e, though i~ is present in ~he
stem, which is therefore colcured. This evidence ~ha~, in eertMn ca~es, t h e factors for
oolon~ are not distributed throughout ~he whole plant, is indirectly supported by ~he
results of m y experiments with the rsd-s~emmed dominan~ whi~e " P r i m r o s e Q u e e n "
(pp. i16, 12g).
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is due.

If the former s~ggestion should prove to be correct, the fact
that all our fully coloured races, when crossed with "Snowdrift," have
given pale eolom's in Y,.,; and the fl~rther fact that two heterozygous
"Sirdars" have throws only "Sirdars" and whites, would be merely
fbrt;uitous results depeffding on the particular r~ces which have been
used. It may be noted ~ha~, if the pale colours are an independent
series, eer~Mn rantings between F~ "Sh'dars" and pate pinks should
give full colours, while o~hers should not do so; the alterna~ive case
would seem ~o imply that all these marinas should give hll colonrs.
The primary cotour of the fully eoloured flower is red ~. The
numerous shades of red are due to the presence or absence of ~hetors
which reduce the intensity of the pigmentation, ~nd other factors which
produce slight changes of tint. I n the simples~ cases the magenta
class may be regarded as due to the action of a factor epistatic to the
fgc~ors which give rise to ~he red eolour; in other cases, however,
the proportions of ~he magenta and ~he mere rosy class indicate the
9 : 7 ratio (see under "Rosy }I~genta," p. 110) ; and in yet another case
an intermediate, m~ted with a clean red, gave typical magentas among
its offspring. There exist corresponding shades of magenta for many,
if not all, the numerous shades of red.
The flaked or splashed forms.of coloured flowers show a considerable
range of variation in the degree to which ~he flaking is developed, and
in the size and form of the celoured areas. The distinction between
the red and magenta colours in flakes is often attended with some
difficul~y. In self-eoloured red flowers ig will often be noticed that
a bluer ~in~ is developed at the edges of the petals, and in forms in
which the colour is weakly developed just round the eye a similar
bluish tint will be no~iced in this region. In the same way, there
seems to be a tendency for ~he red colour to pass into a bluer tint ag
the edges of the eoloured stripes and splashes, and in flowers showing
fine as well as coarse splashes, i~ is often go be noticed thai; the coarse
splashes are red, while the minute dots of eolour, viewed with the naked
eye, would certainly be put down as magenta ~. lay experience of flaked
flowers is limited to the F~'s of crosses in which ~he "Ivy-Ieaf" took
1 The relations of blue ~o ~he o~her coloura have not been worked eu~. The fae~ ~ha~
blues ~ppe~red iu smM[ numbers in a cress in which ~he resi; of ~he eoloured offspring
were red suggests ~ha.t blue is either hypos~gie to red, or, if ig fetuses an independen~
series, is masked by red.
" A somewhg~ s~milar diffietd~y occurs in ~he " Sirdar" ~sype, owing ~o ~he optics.1
etlee~ of the intermingled eoloured and eolourtess dogs. I n this ease, however, the distinction
between magenf~as and reds e~n be r o m e readily wi~h ~he help of ~ microscope.
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part; the results are such as ~o indicate that the flaked condition
behaves as a recessive to the self-colour (see, ho~ever, p. 122).
The pale-coloured flowers on green .stems are scarcely affected in
appearance by the presence or absence of the mlmerous factors which
produce such marked changes in the fully eoloured types of flower,
It is often by no means easy to recognize the pale colour when it occurs
in ehe flaked condition; this is no doub~ an optical dif~culty, for ~he
lower forms of this eolour in any case need careful examination in
order ~o distinguish them from white. Among the pale-pinks there
occur forms in which the coIour is more pronounced peripherally, others
in which it is central, others again in which it forms peculiar bands.
But'the difficulty of observation is such that no attempt has yet been
made to study the inheritance of these variations.
Partial Suppression of Colour.
As in the case of s~em-eolonrs, the intense colours of the flowers are
produced only in the absence of a factor which din~fhishes the intensity
of the pigmentation, and so gives rise to the dominant light shades.
The partial suppression of flower-colour may be brought abou~ by
either of two factors, of which one affects the flower only, the other
the whole plan~. Hence light flowers may occur in association with
dark s~ems, bug deeply eoloured flowers are limibed to plants with
deepIy C0[oured s~ems.
In ma~y 2'Js there occur classes intermediate between the iightest
and the very deep types, but, ~hough ~he existence of such classes may
be clear enough, it is diNcult, if not impossibie, to draw any sharp line
between them, and, as in the case of stem-eolours, it must remain
undecided whether one paIIifying factor, in its various pure and
.hete~:ozygous combinations, is sufficient to account for all the shades,
or whether a series of such factors is involved.
The factors which effect the partial suppression, of colour seem to
differ in degree rather than in kind from ~he fac6ors which, in pure
races, completely inhibit the development of colour in ~he flower.

Inhibition.
In the red-stemmed " D o m i n a n t Whitest," the whiteness of the
flower is due to the presence of a substance which inhibits the
Gregory,/~e2. Brit. Assoc., Leicester, 1907, p. ~ .
Journ. of Ge~. i
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development of' colour in the flower ~. It has recently become clear
that this inhibition is due to the action of two separate components,
each of" .which has its own localized effect. The one component is
present in the majority of the races which have cotoured flowers, in the
lbrm of a factor which prevents the development of eoloured sap in the
ovary, style and stigma, and gives the green s~igma. The second Nctor,
on the other hand, affects only the peripheral parts of' the corolla, and
in the absence of i~s fellow, gives rise, in fully colonred forms, to the
characteristic "Duchess" type of [lower (Plate XXXI, figs. 9.7, 28), in
which coloured sap occurs only in the gynoecimn and in the flushed eye
of g.he corolla=. In the pa]e Colours the stigma is only faintly eoloured,
and the presence of coloured sap can be most easily detected in the
placenta and ovules. The recessive green stigma (which corresponds
with the recessive white flower, and is green through the absence o f
eolour and not from its inhibition) has been recognized experimentally
in F~ plants from the crosses of " S n o w d r i f t " with " Crimson King."
The factors for inhibition may of course be present in plants which are
devoid of the factors for colour ; thus the green stigma of :' Snowdrift"
is of the dominant kind, and other green-stemmed whites have been
met with, which possess both the factors for inhibition.
Plants which contain the factors Ibr colour and are heterozygous for
the inhibiting factors have tinged white flowers with green stigmas, the
depth of the tinge varying with the intensity of the underlying eolour
(Plate XXXI, figs. 21, 2r
32). X heterozyg'ous form of " D u c h e s s "
is represented in "Sir t~edvers Bullet" (Plate XXXI, fig. 29), and various
other forms, depending on bhe presence or absence of the magenta and
other factors epistatie to eolour, exist (figs. 30, 31). In all of them bhe
peripheral part of the corolla is tinged to a greater or less degree, and
the full colour is only developed immediately aroun d the eye.
One o~her character of flower-colour should be mentioned here. In
certain varieties there occur spots of deep colour on the petals just
external to the eye (Plate XXXI, figs..50, .51). The inheritance of this
character is, in itself, simple ; but the full development of the spots is
limited, by the operation of other factors'! Thus, the deep spots are
1 In certain races belonging~o ~hisclass an occasional splash or stripe of colom' may
often be observed, sometimesin only one or two, sometimesin many of the flowers.
The flush ~ound the eye is often only fMnt, esp~ciallyiz~ flowers of fhe stsl~a~a
variety. The flush is an incle]genden~character limited ~o pialzts with red stigmas (see
]3a~eson, Me~~ge~'.~P.riucip~,es ofl'le~'edity, Camb. Univ. Press, ].909, p. 188.
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not fully developed unless the stigma is coloured ; nor, even if the stigma
be coloured, are bhey developed in plants whict~ have the white eye of
~he "Queen Alexandra" type (PlaLe XXX, fig. I1) ~. Again, the spots
are deeply coloured only in deeply eoloured flowers, their appearance in
flowers Of a light shade somewhat resembling that which they assume
i~ plants wi~h green stigmas. The limitation imposed in these cases
results from the dominance of an inhibiting character. There ~Lre also
limitations due rather to the lack of a coloured base ; the spot is not
visible in pale-ooloured flowers, nor again in the flaked patterns of
Nll .eolour, unless it should happen that the eolour is distributed in
any of ~he petals in a wide stripe covering the area occupied by the
spot. Such pennis exhibi~ the spot, which may not be visible in other
pefals of [he same flower.
Plants in which the development of the spot of deep celeur is inhibi[ed by the factor
for green stigm~ have flowers ef a definite type, characterized by the presence of a
well-defined brownish spo~. The character is a differen~ one from the diffuse brownish
band which appears in some plants as the flowers fade (Plate XXXI, figs. 54, 55), and is
very dearly marked in ~he yonng flowers (Plate XXXI, fig. 50), becoming le~s conspicuous
as they grew older (fig. 51). This "ghost;" of the spot is weI1 seen in the 2~1 h'om
(" Crimson King" x "Bosy ~fagenta"), and in the F~ all the plants with red stigmae
h~ve the spo~ of deep eoIour. The inheritance of the character is further illustrate5
in the subjoined experiments in which a series of F2 pale pinks were crosse4 wi~h
"Orange King."
Green s~igma
l~eferencr
Number

Red s~ig,mg

Ghcs~ of
~ o spo~

Spo~

~ o spot

36/I0

spo~
12

--

9

--

8 7 # o

--

--

g

s

~8/ l 0

--

i

6

39/zo

--

40/10

41/10
42/10

43/m[

~

No

-6

44/10l

_

4
--

1
--

plants
_

7
No

3~

_

plants

45/10

3

--

--

46/i0
47/10

9

7

--

--

6

--

--

--

-

-

These three had light stems, and a brownish marking in the region of the spot
somewhat xesembling the marking which represents the s~ot in plants with green
stigmas.
1 In plants vdth the large yellow eye the spot is pushed[ outwards, so that it occupies
ihe same position relaLive to the eye pigmeut as it does in the ~snat type (see 13ateson,
toc. cir. Plate VI, figs. 19, 21),
8--2
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Experimental results.

(1) Pale colours.

.Pa~e-pi~k (Plate XXX, fig~ 13; Plate XXXI, fig. 46). Pale~pinks
have occurred in the F~'s of all my crosses between full cotours and
"Snowdrift," as well as among the progeny of certain heterozygous
full colours obflained from various sources. It is also the characteristic
coloured form ~hrown by heterozygous dominant whites having green
or only slightly coloured stems. If the pale-pink be crossed with
"Snowdrift" the resulting ~j shows some dilution of ~he colour.
tIeterozygous pale~pinks can throw nothing bat pale-pinks and
whites, and this they do in the proportion of 3 pinks : ] white, the
numbers obtained being 51 pink, 16 white. One of ~hese plants
crossed with "Snowdrift" gave 23 pink, 17 white.
My experiments throw no definite light on ~he question of the
dependence of ~he colonr on two complementary factors, a chromogen
and a ferment, bu~ in this connexion the cross between "Ivy-leaf" and
"Snowdrif~" should be mentioned. Both parenbs appear white, while
~he hybrid has definite ~hodgh faint eotour in the flowers. In F~
plants with definitely coloured flowers form approximately 9 in every
16 plan~s, the observed number being 144 colourecI in a to~al of 2~3
plants. Subseqnent experiments with the "Ivy-leaf," however, sugges t
the possibility that, h~sbead of i~s being a white, as I had supposed, it
may have the very pale pink eelour in the flaked condition (see p. 122).
The pale-pinks may or may not carry the magenta factor. Of
I0 pale-pinks tested by crossing with reds, 6 were pure for the magenta
factor and gave 65 offspring, all magenta; 2 were heterozygous and
gave 30 offspring, t4 magenta., 16 red; and 2 were without ~he magenta
factor and gave 16 offspring, all red. One other, ma~ed with a m~genta
~hrowing magentas and reds, gave 5 magenta, 5 red, and was therefore
without the magenta factor.
The same set of experiments served to reveal other characters
carried by the pale-pink. Nine F~ pale-pinks from the cross (" Crimson
King" x "Snowda'ift ") gave offspring when crossed with "Orange
King." In the restd~ing families [.here occurred in[ense and light
eolours, in one case rosy-magentas as well as ~he usual kind, in another
ease deep crimson-magentas together with reds very like "Crimson
King," while in some eases the spot of deep colour was present in all
the offspring having eoloured stigmas, in others in only a proportion of
~hem~. One pale-pink withou~ cotour in the stem was found to have
See Table, p, 107.
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~he recessive kind of green stigma, all the offspring resulting from its
mating with "Orange King" having coloured stigmas ~. _Ks was to be
expected from the origin of the pale-pinks, none of the offspring showed
the Colour characters of" "Orange King/' the stem-eolour being always
purplish-red, and the colours of-the flowers those of types found in
"Crimson King" F~'s (Plate XXXI, figs. 33, 36, 39, 41, 4,'3). The palepink- strain "Reading Pink," crossed with "Orange King," gives a red
(Plate XXX, figs. 15, 16) rather towards the magenta side of the class
and having purplish-red stems.
(2) Full colours.
Salmon-Tink. The race of this colour which has been used for
experiment was derived from a heterozygous crimson, or crimsonmagenta, which threw forms like itse'[t: together with salmon-pinks and
1.~!ues. The crosses in which this race has been tested give very simple
results, since t.he race was pure for the light colour, and was without
factors producing' the minor variations of tint. I-Ieterozygous salmon.pinks may throw pale-pinks only, or whites may appear in addition ; in
ei.ther ease the proportion of full colours in the offspring follows the
stem character. Crosses between such heterozygous salmon-pinks and
either "Snowdrift" or the pale-pink carrying magenta show the simple
operation of the magenta factor; crosses of this kind have given
~ magenta, 52 pale colours.
Salmon-pink x " ~nowdmft." The //'~ from this cross is a magenta
with light red stems. In the F~ there were obtained, in 3 families :
Full cg[OUrS
IvJ[agen~a
67

SaLraon
16

52 "3

17 "~

f~Sirdar~"

~[agenfa
16
17 "~t

~o

S~lmoa
6
5"8

O010~tvhz s~ems

Pale-pink
19

Whi~e
10

23 "8

7 "8

The expectation, given in italics, is based o n the scheme already set
forth, namely, tha~ the full eolours represent the "Sirdars" + a f~etor
which effects ~he even distribution of the colour.
The sahnon-pink is one of the few shor~-styled races with which as
yet detailed experiments upon the inheritance of eolour have been
made 2, and a most interesting relation between the structural character
See Experimen~ 41110 in ~he Table, p. 107. The pale-pinks used in Expm4men~s
37[10 and 38110 had faintly coloured s~igmas.
*" The obvious advantages of working wi~h. pure hortical~uraI slrains en~gil ihe
d{sadvantage of working exclusively wi~h long-styled ~}lanJ:s, since ~he shor~-s~yled fon~l
is eschewed by florists.
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of short-style and the magenta eolour has been reve,~led. In the F.,&
bred fi'om plants heterozygous for both characters, the salmon-pinks
are invariably short-styled. The results clearly indicate complete
repulsion in gametogenesis between the two dominant factors, shortstyle and magenta. The case is dealt wi~h fully on p. 125.

Rosy-Macjen~a. For the strain of this eolour with which experiments have been made I am indebted go 3{essrs Sutton. Very similar
types appear, as part of the magenta class, in the Fs's of certain crosses
between reds and either "Snowdrift" or pale-pinks carrying magenta.
The eolour of the root-stock in this race bears the same relation to the
colour which appears in the ordinary magentas as does the flowercolour in fine tWO eases. The cross with "Snowdrii5" gives an. 2~ of the
ordinary magenta type. In the ~ the rosy-magentas take the place
of the reds, but the distinction between the two classes is of course less
obvious than that between magentas and reds. Like the salmon-p{nk,
the rosy-magenta does not carry the factor for f-aint eolour in the s~em,
and in the light eiass the stems and roots are devoid of eoloured sap, so
far as can be seen. The F_~ obtained in one experiment of this kind
suggests a ratio of 9 magentas : 7 rosy-magentas, the numbers obtained
being :
Full colour~
Refer:once
Nvanher
9[9

g'Iagen~
37

P~osPmagen~
0,2

No eolourin s~em

"Sir(fats"
Magenta
14

nosymagen~
i0

Palepink
14

Whi~;e
4

In the next two, however, the usual -3 : 1 ratio obtains :
Full colours
P~eferenc~
Numbe:~-

'"

Sird~rs"

No colour in s~ems

Magenta

Rosym~genta

~Iagenta

~osyraagenh~

P~Iepink

23/9

~9

7

s

2

4

2

17[10

62

25

22

6

36

4

Totals

81

82

30

8

40

6

Whi~e

One can scarcely believe that the result shown in Experiment
No. 9/9 is only a fortuitous departure from the 3 : 1 ratio, nor does it
seem likely that it is due to experimental error in tile separation of the
classes, for both No. 9/9 and No. 23/9 were recorded within a day
or two of one another, and in each ease the separation of the classes
was confirmed by another observer. The same rosy-magenta parent
was used in Experiments 9/9 and 23/9, and one of its oNspring in
.Experiment 17/I.0. The different resuIts are not necessarily contradictory, for if the difference between magenta and rosy,magenta
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does, in rea!ity,depend upon the combination of two factors (of which
"Snowdrift" must be assumed to have both) the rosy-magenta used
in. the t909 experiments may have been heterozygous :for one of them,
withon t giving us any clue other than that which is suggested by these
experiments. The mating between a sister plant of the rosy-magentt~
used in experiment No. 17/10 and a dominant white gave magentas
and rosy-magentas in F~. The sew,ration between the two classes was
somewhat doubtfi,fl, but they apparently consisted of 20 and 1.9 plants
respectively. So tar as this observation tan'lee weight, it ~ends to
suppor~ the view that the difference between the two classes depends
on hhe combination of two factors.

~' Ori~zson K'&g." In all its crosses "Crimson King" gives a great
variety of coloured forms in 7~.,,and it is clear, both from the number
of these forms, and from the comparative rarity with which the
"Crimson King" g3q?e itself reappears, that its visible characters
l:esnl~ from the interaction of several factors which are partially or
Wholly independent of one another in segregation.
A series of ~ forms from the cress with~-the dominant white
"Queen Alexandra" is shown in Plate XXXI, figs. 2,9~43. The types
possessing some form of inhibition will be degl~ with under that head
(p: !15). Among the coloured forms (figs. 33--43) various types of light
and dark magentas and reds occur, with or without the coloured stigma/
This last character is recessive to the factor inhibiting the development
of coIonr in s~igma, and the observed numbers of green (colonrless)
stigmas and red stigmas approximate very closely to the ratio 3:1.
But in the great majority of my experiments the two kinds of stigma
are not evenly dis~ribuSed araong the magentas and reds, and there is
clear indication of the existence of partial gametic coupling between
the two factors magenta and green stigma (p. 127). "Crimson King"
has ~be factor determining the spot of dark c01our on the petals and
accordingly this character appears in deeply-coloured flowers which
have the coloured stigma and the ordinary or large yellow eye.
"C'r'(/szsoa Ki.~sy" x "S~o~vd;r@." The F~ from this cross
ordinary (light) magenta. The F~ contains fully eoloured forms
sponding w~th those just described r, and in addition to these
occur magenfa and red "Sirdars" (figs. 4~, 45) in light and
forms, pale-pinks (fig-. 4~6)and whites, the last two classes having

is an
correthere
deep
green

a The white eye is a character derived from ~' Queen A l e x ~ n d r a " and does no~ appear
in ~he experiments wi~h "SnowdrifL"
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or only faintiy coloured stems. The magenta and red classes form
parallel series of light and intense shades ; the two classes as a whole
are readily distinguished, though there usually occurs a small number
of individuals whose proper position m a y be a matter of some doubt.
In this connexion it may be remarked that the presence of the red
stigma seems to have the effect of giving ~he flower in general a redder
appearance than tha~ of the corresponding type with green sOigma.
Two Fe families raised from this cress in 1907 show some depareure
from the normal in the ratio of full eolours and "Sirdars"; the
numbers obtained were:
Full colours
l~[agenta.

Totals

S~i~na
green
33
~9

S~igma
red
15
16

82

31

Pale class
~ed

~fagen~a

S~igma S~igma
green
red
12
5
8
4
20

9
29

113

S~igma
green
14
24
38

Pale-pink* White*

~ed

SMgm~
red
9
8
17

SMgm~ S~igma
green
red
6
2
i0
2
16

55

4

24
29

5
9

53

I~
67

20

* T h e d i s t i n c i i a n between ~hsse t w o cl~,sses is no~ s h a r p .

The case does not perhaps merit any great consideration in view of
the return to the normal ratio when the experiment was repeated in
the succeeding years, and the tack of any other indications of a departure from ~he normal distribution of self-eoloars and "Sirdars."
Three families raised subsequently gave:
Full colo~rs
Magenta
Stigma
green
16
14
13

'Totals 48

StY.area S~igma S~ig'ma
red
green
red
7
7
5
3
6
i
4
3
5

14
57

"{Si~dars"

]led

16

ii
27

P~le class

~Iagenta

l~ed

Stigma Stigma
green
red
9
2
3
1
0

15

5
20

Pale-plnk = ~Vhlte ~

SHgma
~'een
1
2
1

Stigma
red
2
0
0

4

2
6

12
ii
12

4
I
1

35J"

6
41

* Distinction not sharply drawn.
t Of 6 of these which had some colour in the diem, 4 had[ eoloured s~igmas~ 2 green.

The five families taken together give 2~b5 magentas, 82 reds ; 234
green stigma, 93 red stigma; the calculated numbers in each ease being
245"25 of the larger class, 81'75 of the smaller. In the first two
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experiments the distribution of the ~wo kinds of stigma among the two
classes of colours follows the normal 9 : 3 : .3 : 1 ratio, being:
Js

6olours

.,,

5Iagent~
gxeen stigma~
82

l~iagen~a
Red
Red
red sbigma gt'een stigmm red stigma
31
20
9

Sirdar~

.,.

38

17

16

4

Totals

.,.

i~0

48

36

13

Expectation

.,.

122"0

gO'7

40"7

13"6

In the later experiments there is considerable departure fi'om this
distribution, the first elass being smalt and the last large. But it is to
be noticed that in these two eases there is considerable departure from
the normai ratio of ,3 : I in each of two pairs of characters under considemtion, the numbers observed being 77 magenta, 3.3 red; and 78
green stigma, .32 red stigma. There seem to be no grounds for regarding this discrepancy as other than a chance departure from bhe normal,
bug it of course has a very material effect on Lhe numbers observed in
t]~e four groups when the two pairs of characters are considered in
conjunction with one another. If the theoretical ratio of 9 : 3 : .3 : 1
be weighted so as to allow for the two discrepancies a fairly dose
approximation to the observed numbers is obtained:
Observed n u m b e r s

......

Expects.rich from weighteg .ratio

Magentas
green s~igma
58

~fagen~a
~ed stigm~
19

54'6

22"4

2ted
green s~igma
20

23"4

I~ed
red s~iEma
13

9'6

There is therefore no clear indication that partial gametic coupling
between ~he factors for magenta and green stigma occurred during the
gametogenesis in the iv~ plants used in these experiments ; the point is
of some interest because partial coupling of these two factors is clearly
indicated in many of the experiments in which " Crimson K i n g "
WaS u s e d .

"Grimson King"x Rosy-2/facjenta. T h e F~ from ~his cross is a
-magenta of a rather deeper kind than tha~ of the F~ from (" Crimson
K i n g " • " Snowdrift "). In the F~ there occurs, in addition to the
ordinary magentas and reds, a curious parti-coloured type in which
irregular masses of full eolour are distributed over a lighter ground.
These "S~rawberries" (Pla~e XXXI, fig. z~9) apparently belong to the
red class and only occur in small numbers, probably as one in 64 of
the total offspring.
The magentas and reds may be subdivided into classes differing
from one another in a minor degree. Thus, in the red class there

1t4
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are dark reds, o~ which a few approximate to " Crimson King," terracortes of two shades, one bluer (Plate XXXI, fig. ~7), the other a clean
red (fig. 4,8) and light reds corresponding with both the shades of
terra-cotta; in ~he magenta class a simitar series of forms occurs. The
grading between the sub-classes is close and I am not abIe ~o give any
precise numerical results as to the proportions of the various types.
The distribution of the green and red stigma among the magentas and
reds clearly indicates the e~:istenee of partial gametic coupling between
the thctors for magent~ and green stigma (see p. I27).
P~ Nmilies have been raised fl'om certain of the $~ forms in the
hope of elucidating ~heir relations to one another and to the "Strawberries." The bluer terr~-cot~a appears to be differentiated fl'om the
red kind by the addition of a single factor, but for the most part the
results are eomplex and Nrther data are required for their detailed
analysis. One result, however, is of interest in connexion with the
relation between the magenta and red celour. An /7'2 plant wiCh
peculiar deep rosy flowers and red stigma, when selfed, gave forms
like itself and strawberries; a light red with green stigma, selffertilized, g~ge light reds, terra-cortes of both shades, and striwberries,
nil with green stigma. The two plants were crossed together reciprocally, and the two families thus obtained consisted of typical ~zageqztas,
reds (including light reds and terra-cortes) and strawberries, all with
.green stigma.
"O~'ange King." (Plate XXX, fig. 8.) "Orange King" originated
with Messrs Sutton as a sport from a strai~ of "Crimson King" ; it bred
true from its first appearance. The /'1 from the cross with "Crimson
King" bears an exceedingly close resemblance to the latter; the mature
flower's of the hybrid are probably nob to be distinguished from those
of the pure race, but in the young flowers ~here is a slightly more
magenta tint than in the pure strain o f " Crimson King" with which I
have worked. In the Fa from this cross there were obtained 55 plants
like the F,, and 146 " Orange King"; some very sligh~ differences in
the depth of the colour were noticeable among the latten. The extracted "Orange King" had the true red stem-colour, as compared
with the purpllsh-red eolour of the form.s resembling "Crimson King."
"Orcmcje King"x "Snowdrift." The F~ of this cross is indistinguishable to ~be eye from that of the crosses of either the ]~osymagenta or "Crimson King" wi~h "Snowdrifff' The constitution of
the F. follows the gene~M lines of the E.2 from (" Crimson K i n g " x
"Snowdrift") but is of course rather more complex, since the ~ is
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he~erozygous [br the factor determining the pu~plish-red stem and deep
coloar of "Crimson Ki~g," which is present both in that race and in
"Snowdrift." In addition therefore ~o the types found in the "Crimson
King" F., there appear extracted "Orange Kings," and a new class
consisting of plants wi~h pink or pale*pink flowers and s~em~colours
ranging from red collar to re~ldish stem. These plan~s are no doubt
derivatives of "Orange King," whose sppearance they rather recall;
but further experiment is required upon this point, as well as upon the
far,her point as 6o whether the "Sirdar" character is recognizable as
such, if, and when, it occurs in the " Orange King" series of pigments.
The numbers obtained in two t~ families were :
l~'ull eolour

"S~rd~r . . . .

ill

~33

Pink,
reel collar ~o
Or~age King"" reddish seem
5

29

P~le triP,k,
fmint tinge or
no cotour in stem
52

1.78

Whi~e,
green stem

19
6~

The numbers given in the last three classes can only be regarded
as approximately representing their relative sizes, since one can hardly
avoid .some experimental error in a separation guided by external
appearance only. It will be seen that, if the pink class prove fo he
derivatives of" Orange King," the numbers obtained agree with the ex~
pee~ation based on the hypothesis suggested by the result of the cross
(" Crimson King" x " Orange King"), namely; that the snbtrac[ion of a
single factor will suffice ~o explain the behaviour of the "Orange King"
type of pigment.
The existence of some form of partial gametic coupling between the
magenta and green stigma is clearly indicated (see p. 127).
(3) Inhibition of Colour in the Plower.
/klI the red-stemmed whites wi~h which I have worked have been
found to possess the fo.ctors which inhibit the development of eolour
in the flower; whorl crossed with the albino "Snowdrift," they have
given colours in //~. Since fully eoloured flowers only occur ia con,junction with fully coloured stems, the stem-colour of the dominant
white is a guide to the flower-colours which ma 2 appear in the Ii2;
those with fui1 red stems will give full eolours, while those with no
more than a tinge of colour in the stem can only give pale-pinks.
The precise ratio in which the eoloured forms appear in F~ is still in
doubt, tn the ~ ' s consisting of whites and pale-pinks o~ly the former
are in excess of the expected ratio of 1.3 : 3. Owing ~o the difficulty
of distinguishing these faint eolours, no great weight could be attached
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go this discrepancy, were it not ~hat in some ~'s, which contain plants
with fully eotoured stems, there is again a considerable excess of whites
in the red-stemmed class, where the distinction between white and
coloured forms can be made with certainty. The numbers which have
been obtained are~:
Stems not fully
colou~ed (including
~hoseresembling '" Sirdar" *)

l~ed s~em
Detainan~ Whi~e
Paren~

-~
White

'~ Oi~n~ Whi~.e"

J18

5

66

8
13

t 33

"Primrose Queen"

-,~Iagen~

"~h'd~r"

"P"~,le phfl~

White

0
3
~

2
6
7

4
33
36

Withou~ ~he character of the flow~r-eolour a~ a guide it is scarcely possible accurately
Io distinguish the " Sirdar" ~ype of celoured s~era from othm" la~- grades of s~em-eolora~ion.

Before passing" to a de,ailed consideration of these results, it is well
to recall the fac~ that in the F= fl'om crosses between plants having
coloured flowers and stems x the albino '" Snowdrift," all the redstemmed offspring have coloured flowers, whites being found only in
~he green-stemmed class. These results, together with-the fact that
all my red-stemmed whi~es proved to be dominant whites, suggested
that the factors for full colour are common to ~he whole plant, and
that, in general, red-stemmed whites are white in virtue of the
suppression of the eolour in the flower by inhibiting factors "~.
Turning now to the results of the crosses between " Giant White" x
"Snowdrift," it will be seen that the red-stemmed class consists of
whites and colours, in proportions which do not diverge so greatly fl'om
the expected ratio (3 : 1) as to exclude the possibility of accounting for
all the whites on red stems as resulting from the suppression of eolour
in the flower.
In the red-stemmed el~ss of the F~ from "Primrose @men" x
"Snowdrift," however, ~he whites are much more than three ~imes
as numerous as the plan~s with coloured flowers. The observed ratio
of colours to whites ~grees closely with the expectation based on the
hypothesis that the production of coIour in ~he flower, even in the
red-sCummed offspring of this cross, depends upon two eoraplementary
factors, for bo~h of which the F~ was he~er0zygous. An F~ heterozygous
for these factors and tbr inhibition, would give an F, consisting of
9 coloured : 55 white; the numbers obtained are 13 eoloured, 66 white
(es~pestation:

1P1~

: 67"89).

The earlier experiments only give qualitative resui~s, as many plan~;s were discarded
before ~he characters of ~he flower could be accurately de~erm~necl.
Gregory, Re/;. B r i t . Assoe., Leicester, 1907, p. 692.
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Other experiments made with " Primrose Queen " definitely support
the view as to its constitution which is entailed by ~his hypothesis.
The results of Keeble and Pellew's experiments with the red-stemmed
" S n o w King ''z indicate ~ha~ in certain cases the factors for eoIour ,nay
be absent from ~he flower, though present in r stem, and eonsequengly
~bat certain red-stemmed plants may have white flowers in the absence
of inhibition. On the other hand, ~he mode of inheritance of the full
coleur in my crosses between ooloured, red stem x "Snowdrit~ " suggests
that in certain other cases the f~ctors for colour are common to the
whole plant, both s~ems and flowers.

bovzi~zan~ ~ahite x Colou?'ed, 9ree~ ~.tig~nc~. The shnpiest cases illustrative of ~he operation of the factors which inhibit the development of
eolour, in the tlower are those in which a dominant white is crossed
with a coloured form haying green stigmas. The ~ in these cases is
w,hi~e or tinged-white, ~he depth of the binge depending, imder uniform
c0ndigions ~, upon the ineensley of the colour of the coloured parent, and
~o some extent upon the particular race of dominanr white used. The
F~_from ~his cross consists of whites, tinged whites and colours, all with
green stigmas. The numbers obtained are :
.F, X coloured.
~een s~igm~

1~,x Sel~
Number of
F~ f~miUes

17

Expectation

~e

~nd

Tinged white
782

Number of
2~ f~milies
8

Coloz~red
271

789"75

White 5nd
Tinged whi~e
59

263.25

Coloured
~8

EquM.~y

The experiment has been repeated in a slightly differen~ form by
crossing co]cured plants with ~he F~ of (Dominan~ white x Recessive
white), The numbers obtained From these crosses are:
l~,eferelqce Humber
el FI pl~n~

~8/4
,.:.t/6
2,6/6
80/6
~1/9

To~Ms

Expectation

White

Coloured

12
9~
58

18

48
42
247

260"5

86
7~
55
46

274

260'5

Jou.rn. Genetics, Vol. I. 1910, p. 1.
The depth of the tinge is dependen~ upon the conditions under which the Fz is
grown, and i ~ m a ~ m u m developmen~ is only obtMned b 5 keeping ~he house ~s cold as
is possible withou~ in.~ury to ~he plan~s. A~ higher tempera~ure~ very tittle ~[nge is
de,eloped, and ~he F1 ii'om ~he cross of such ~n intense colour ~s " Crimson K i n g " wi~h
a dominant white is scarcely ~ingo&
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The "dominan~ white" parent of Nos. ~6/6 and 30/6 was one
which gives ~, very fhlly tinged F~ when crossed with "Crimson King"
- - t h e co,cured race with which ~6/6 and 30/6 were ma~ed; the excess
of eoloured off~pring shown in ~heir crosses may ~herefore be in part
due to experimentM error, ~hrough ~he inclusion of some deeply ~inged
forms with the ligh~ colom's, and in the absence of any o~her indications of departure from normal segregation one does not feel inclined
to attach any greab weighr ~o ~he discrepaccy shown here.
Domi~ant white x golom-ed, red stigma. The F~ fl-om this cross is
again a r
whi~e wiLh green stigma (Plate XXX, fig. 18; Pla~e XXXI,
fig. 2t). The F~ from one of ~hese erosses--~hat between "Queen
Alexandra" and "Crimson K i n g ' - - i s illns[ra/ed in Plate XXXI,
figs. 39,--~3. As centre'us the factors fbr inhibition, the F2 eensis~s of
four classes, namely, (1) whi~es end tinged-whites, with green stigma
(Plae.e XXXI, figs. 32--s
(9) plants in which the peripheral part of
the eoroll~ is white or tinged, the central part flushed, with red stigma
("Duchess" and "Bul!er" ~jpes; figs. 27~31); (3) coloured, grems
stigma (figs. 33, 3"% 38--41); (4) coloured, red stigma (figs. 35--a7,
~ , ~3). The fonr classes are in ~he proportions of 9 : 3 : 3 : 1 , ~he
obsm'ved numbers being:
Whi~e ~nd ~ingedwhi~e, green s~igm~

193
F~z'pectatie~ 19~'25

"Du=hssB" ~.nd 'q3uller"
forms ; red s~igm~
61

63"75

Coloured,
g~_'eenstigma

Coloured,
red s~igm~

65
63"75

21
2~'25

"Duchess." The "Duchess" types whiel~ appear in these _F~'s are
shown by experiment to be homozygous for ~he peripheral inhibiting
factor. Crossed with a relented, red stigma, they give " Sir l~sdvers
Buller," which in turn gives "Duchess," ?t~nller," and fully coloured, all
wi~h red stigma. The & types resembling "Buller" are ~herefore those
which are heterozygous for ~he peripheral inhibiting factor.
"Duchess" x green stigma. "Duchess," crossed wi~h plants wi~h
green s~igma, gives a whi~e or ~incjed-whlte f~. The result is ~he same
whether the parent having" ~he dominan~ green stigma be a eoloured
form or a recessive white (" Snowdrift"), ezcepb that in the former case
the F, has a rather deeper tinge.
In eer~Mn cases {he flowers of the F~ have a distine~ ~inge of colour
in the corolla-tube, just below the region of the insertion of ~he anthers,
Mthough no ~inge ag all may be discernible in the pe~als ~. The charge't 2k similar ehare, z~cr has been observed in one o~her experimen~ where ~he /e~ from
(Domin~n~ white x Crimson, green s~igm~) was crossed wi~h a dominan~ whi~e. In ~his
case ~he character was coupled with ~h~ of shor~s~ylc,
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ters of the dd',,'s from the various crosses which have been made are
shown below :
Number" of
families

Cross
" D u c h e s s " x " Snowdrif~" , . . . . . . .

2

"Duchess" x "Sirdar"
i, D u c h e s s " x , Ivydeaf"

1
1

.. . . . . . . .
........

"Duchess" x Domiuant White

......

1

" D u c h e s s " x art ( D o m i n a n t W h i t e x " S n o w d r i f t " ) 2
, ' D u c h e s s " x Rosy-~iagen~a . . . . . . . . .

1

Desm'ip~ion
21 pla~ts. White, petals tinged, no
t i n g e in tribe.
28 plants. Whi~e, no tinge seen,
42 plants. White, wi~h i'ain~ t i u g e
in petals ; n o tinge in tube.
8 plants. White, w i t h dis~inc~ t i n g e
in tube.
W h i t e , no tinge seen, 15 p l a n t s ;
W h i t e , ~ i n g e d i a tube, 14 p l a n t s .
12 plants. W h i t e , r a t h e r fully
tinged in petals.

The ~ fi'om the cross between " Duchess " and "Snowdrift" con~
talus a long series of types, *br to the various inhibited and coloured
forms corresponding with those obtained in the F~ fl'om (Dominant
~vl~ite• Coloured, red stigma) there are added the "Sirdars," palepinks and whites on green stems which are characteristic of the 5"a's
fl-om crosses between "Snowdrift'' and phmts possessing the Getors fox"
colour. And since the "Duchess" used in these experimer~ts was of
the i'ed class, red as well as magenta forms of each coloured type are
present. The numbers obtained in three families were :
End stems

O~'een ~gems ~'edeN~r
{ Sirdar types)

Pale-pink~

Whi~es

N o colour _No colom"

Green s~igma

~ed s~igma Gree~ s~igma

Tinged
Wldte ~,nd
whi~e and
Tinged whiR~ Coto~red Caloured WhAle 8ird~r
117
47
37
47
14

Red stigma
Tinged
~,Vhi~e SLrdar
18
7

cotl~r

5

s~em

19

s~em

56

The tinged whites wi~h green stigma are of two kinds, namely,
(I) Sbose which resemble the F~ in having a more or less evenly
distributed tinge, which becomes more pronounced as the flowersfade,
and (2) those wi~h a definite oen{ral tinge surrounding the eye and
most conspicuous in the young flower. All the tinged whites with red
stigma have t h e colour disposed in the centre after the " Duchess"
style.
At the time when these famiiies were recorded the distinctive
character of ~he forms resembling " B u l l e r " had not been recognized, and
some of them were included with the ct~s "Ooloured, red s t i g m a " ;
in the table the two classes of red-stemmed plants with red stigma are
therefore taken togegher; it will be noticed that ~here is a deficiency
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in these two classes as compared with the corresponding classes with
green stigma ; on the other hand in the " Sirdar" classes the proportions of green stigma and red stigma are slightly Iess than 3 : 1, but
Nrther experiment is required before any suggestions can be made
as to any possible significance of these departures from normal distribution.
A fltrther generation was raised by seifing one of the offspring of
the cross ["Duchess" x Fa (Dominant white x "Snowdrift'')].
The
most interesting point brought to light by this experiment is ~he fact
that there occur whites (?with no tinge) having red stigmas, but
without the central flush of deep eolour which is characteristic of the
" Duchess" strain t. The numbers obtained were :
Red s~em

"White,
green s~igma
34 "~

Whi~e,
red stigm~
13T

~reen stem, l'ed eoH~r

Duchess,
red s~igma
4

Wklte,
green s~igma
16

Whi~e,
red. s~igma
5

No colom'ia stems

Wlli~,
gre6n sLigraa
19

Two wi~h ~teflnite cenh'al ~inge.

,* Three with cIefinLe central tinge.

Tinged-whi~es with red stigma and without the central flush
occurred also among the offspring of a cross between "Duchess" and
the F~ of ( " I v y - l e a f ' x " C r i m s o n King"). Fro,n this cross 31 plants
were obtained, 16 with green stigma, i5 red s~igma. Those with green
stigmas were white or slightly tinged (like the F~ of "Dominant
white" x eoloured, red stigma); ghost with the red stigma were deeply
tinged, but whereas some were of typical "Duchess " or "Bailer" Vpes,
others were without the deep central flush.
The deep eentraI flush of" Duchess" and "Buller" is therefore not a
necessary consequence of ~he absence of the factor inhibiting eolour in
~he stigma; it would appear rather that the character is an independent
one, but, like the deep spot of eolour just external to the eye (p. 106),
is dependent for its full development on ~he presence of colour in
the stigma. We may surmise that the definite central tinge found in
some whites with green stigmas represents this character in combination with the green stigma.
Green stigma in ~douredflower's. The results showing the behaviour
of the green and red stigma in crosses between colours are :
Number of families

Green s~igm~
315

ICed s~igm~
116

Expectation

323"25

t07"75

1 I n Sgellata flowers ~he "Duchess" flush is of~an only poorly developed, bn~ ~he
phenomenon is of ~ differen~ kind from that referred ~o here.
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Flakes.

The E~'s from crosses between the "Ivy-leaf" and coloured races
contain flakes (Plate XXXI, figs. 56--59) in addition to the self-colours.

"I.vy-leczf" • "U'rimso~z [{incd." The ./t~ of this cross, and of tha~
between "Ivy-leaf" and "Orange King," is indistinguisha.ble to the eye
fl-om .~he F~ of the crosses between " Snowdrift" and ~he same eoloured
raceS.

In ~he/7'~ the self-coloured flowers on red stems constitute a series

of types similar ~o those of ~he F~ fl'om ("Crimson King" x "Snowdrift");
the same series is probably repeated in the flaked patterns, though
the distinction between the shades of red and magen}~ is much less
easily made in the flakes. The flaking may be coarse, the eoloured
areas taking the form of wider or narrower radial stripes (Plate XXXI,
fig. 56), or very fine flakes may be present in addition to the coarser
ones (fig. 58). The flaking appears generally to be strongly marked in
plants wi~h red s~igmas (figs. 57, 59).
As in many other cases, the distribution of green and red stigmas
among the magentas and reds clearly indicates the existence of partial
gametic coupling (see pp. 1"27, 128).
All the offspring with light stems have some amount of eolour in
the bases of the leaves, as does the "Ivy~teaf" itself. The lightstemmed class consists of pate-pinks, and whites flaked with pale
colour. The flaking in this class may be very sparse, and in tha~ ease
is inconspicuous as the colour is so faint, but it was observed }n all the
plants exeep~ four. The F,_ contains nO "Sirdars."
The numbers obtained were:
ned stems
!qeference
Number

6i/io (

62/10 | Palmate leaves
Total, palmate
61110 l
Ivy leaves
62/t0 )

ight stems

83

173

42

Pale
pink
30
35

270

75

65

' 31

4

2

0

0

~Self
colour

Flake

{ 97

{

24
10
+3 ~ndetermlned*
4:0
16
+ I1 undetermined*

Whi~e, flaked
pale pink
6
25

Whi~e,no
flake seen
2
2

12

3
+5 undetermined*

0

To~al, Ivy leaves 64:
96
14
+ 14 undetermined ~

3
+ 5 undetermined*

0

Gr~nd t o ~ l

354

i01

79

54

~Ow[ng ~o the poor flevelopmen~ of ~he flowers.
Journ. of G e m r
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Taking ~he red- and light-stemmed classes together, ~he self-colours
are 413, the flakes t.35, numbers which sugges~ that ~he flaked
condition is a simple recessive, the expectation in such a case being
411 eolours : 131 flakes. The distribution of the. sdf-eolours and flakes
among the red and light stems is however irreguIar, espee}atly in the
palmate plants of 62/10.
"Iw-lg(~f " x Do~ni~wm~ white. Up to the present time Fy's have
been raised h'om only one cross of this kind, that of ("Ivy-leaf" x "Primrose Queen"). The ~ is noteworthy tbr two reasons : (1) no setf-colours
are obtained, all the coleured offspring being flaked; and (2) no palepml~s"
~ occur. The numbers are:
:Red agoras
Whi~e
P a l m a t e leaves
I v y leaves . . . .

93
48

~'[agen~aflakes
26

4

Liglat stems
Whi~a

36
8

Flake~
---

The flakes grade from fully-flaked to small and sparse flakes of
colour. Ig may be noticed that the young flower-buds of the flaked
forms are quite strongly tinged, even though the flaking may prove to
be sparse. The great excess of whites, as compared with flakes, among
the Ivy-leaved offspring is probably of no great significance, as it
may well be due to the reduced corollas of the .Ivy-leaves. The
plants with Iight sgem,~ were carefully examined in view of the resulgs
obtained from the cross of (" Ivy-Ieaf ~' x "Crimson King"), and no trace
of flaking was observed in any. It may be remarked however thag
both "Primrose Queen" and "Ivy-leaf" c a n t ~he factor which partially
suppresses flower-colour, and even the futl colonrs are very light.
" i v y - l e a f ' x "Snowdrift." The F~ from this cross has definite,
though faint, eolour in ttie~flowers. In the F~, plan~s with definitely
coloured flowers form approximately 9 in every 16 plants, the observed
numbers being 144 definitely coloured in a total of 273 plants
( ~ of 273 = 158"if). The plants recorded as definitely eoloured were,
so far as could be judged, setf-colours ; in one at least of the remainder
the "ghost" of a coloured flake was recognized. I n this cross, again, both
parents bring in the factor which pargially suppresses flower-eolour.
])iscusdo~ of the " Zvy-leaf" crosses. The appearance of the "Ivyleaf" plants and the characters of the Fa ol~tained h'om ~heir crosses
wi6h colours, l e d m e to [ook upon "l:vy4eaf" as a recessive whiD ; but
the result of the crosses with "Crimson King" suggests that this view
will need revision, ai~d that the plan~ may really possess the pale-pink
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Colour in the flaked condition. A re-examination of the parent ".Ivyleaf" in the ligh~ of this suggestion failed to reveal any definite
coloration, but the pale colour is at best sometimes hai'd, to disceim
and in the flaked condition might escape even dose inspecbion,
especially in such poorly developed flowers as are characteristic of the
"Ivy-leaf." The suggestion is moreover supported by the fact that
Keeble and Pellew 1 obtained a flaked F1 from the cross of an "Ivy-leaf"
of this strain with "Snow King." This view of the constitution of
the "Ivy-leaf" would agree well enough with the results of the cross
with "Snowdrift," for the latter possesses the factor for self', as
against flaked, eotour,' and we should therefbre expect a ra~io of
9 self-coloured :7 flaked and white.
tn the same way ~he absence of pale-pinks in the ~ of the cross
wi~h "Primrose Queen" may perhaps be put down to the ditNculty of
recognizing the colour in its most dilute and flaked condRion s. The
complete absence of self-colours frmn this t'~ is interesting in view of
the results of the cross between " Primrose Queeg" and "Snowdrift,"
and suggests some considerations as to ~he relation between flakes and
Self-colours. For if the self-colours resuR from the addition of a
" distributing" factor epistat.ic to the factors for eolour, it is dear ~hat
"Primrose Queen" must be Without this igetor; bat i n { h a t ease
one-~hird of the eoloured offspring obtained in the F~ from (" Primrose
Queen" x "Snowdrift") should be flaked, and no flakes have been
Obtained in this cross.
If, then, the conception of distributing factors is to be retained, it
would be necessary to construct an elaborate scheme of factors, for ~he
existence of which there is at present no evidence. In the absence of
such evidence, it is more simple to suppose ~hat one, at least, of eolour
factors may exist either in the flaked or in the distributed condition.
The /'i from (self-colour x flake) ~hen appears self-eoloured because the
flaked character is masked when the flower as a whole is eoloureda;
and t~he segregation which takes place in the hybrid consists in the
1 Journ. Gene~ies, Vet. I. 19t0, p. 4.

2 Flakes pale-pinks have now (Feb. 1911) been aefini~ely recognized itl /~s from ~hls
cross. A_red-~emmed magenta flake, self.fer~.ilized, gave ~wo kinds of offspring, namely
(1) plants wi~h re& stems and flower~ flal~ed magen~% {2) l~lan~s almost devoid of eotour
in t h e s~em, in ~he/lowers of which ~he fl~kee of pale pink were recognized wi~h eer~Mn~y.
Temperature of ~he house, 55 ~ F.
Whether ~ny pale selfmolours, crossed wRh fl~kes, would give ~n /~l of a visibly
flaked ~haraeter dependB upon the relation between fui1 ~,n4 pMe eolours, which is no~ ye~
fully unders~0od.
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separation of the flaked and distributed forms of the same factor, and
not in a segregation of the faceors for flaked and for self-colour from
their respective "absences."
On this hypothesis the resutes of the crosses with "Primrose Queen"
may be explained as in the subjoined scheme, where
X, Y, ~he colour factors in the distributed condition ;
X q Y', the Colour factors in the flaked condition;
R, inhibition.
Assuming the constitution of the parenes to be " S n o w d r i f t " = xJ/r ;
"Primrose Queen" = X~jR ; " I v y - I e a f " = X Y ' r ; then
" Snowdrift" x "Primrose Queen," E~ = X x Y y B ' ~ ;
Py should give 9 s e l f - c o l o u r e d : 5 5 white
Observed
13
,,
: 661
~cdcv.lated,
71"1
,,
: 67"9 ,,
,,

" I v y - l e a f " x "Primrose Queen," F~ = X X Y ' y R ~ ' ,
F~ should give 3 flakes : 13 whites
Observed
26
,, : 93 ~ ,,
Ccdoulated

22'3

,,

: 96"7

,,

" I v y - l e a f " x "Snowdrift," 3"1 = X~'JfY'rr,
F~ should give
9 self-coloured : 7 flaked and white
Observed
1~
,,
: 129
,
Calculated

753'5

,,

: 179-/~

,,

The concep~ion of ~he reta~ion between the flaked and se[f~colour
characters set forth above does no~ pretend to do more than provide a
means by which the results of the experiments may be described. I t
brings us no nearer the solution of the problem as to how the flaked
distribution is brought about, nor is it intended as implying that the
colonr-factors themselves may no~ be the same in the flakes as in the
self-colours, the mode of distribution of the colour being determined
independently.
GANIETIC COUPLING AND I~EPULSION,
Evidence has been obtained of the existence of (1) a repulsion
between the factor for the structural character of short-style and certain
factors affecting the celour of the flower, and (2) of a partial coupling
between two co[our factors.
l The nnmbars given are tho~e obtained in the red-stemmed olass only, since ~he
distinction between colouradand while green-stemmeclplanLsis not critical.
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l~epu~sion be~wee~ short-style a,nd colo~" character's.
Shod't-style c~nd Mr
The results of nay crosses in. whicti
a short-styled coloured race (Salmon-pink, p. 109) was ma~ed with
various long-s~yled plants carrying the magenta factor, show tha~ in
the game~ogeuesis of ~he hybrids so produced, a eompiete repulsion
between the factor for short-sVle and the magenta factor takes place.
The numbers obtained in these experiments are given below, together
with the expectation based on the assumption of comI)lete repulsion
between the two factors under consideration.
(1)

#_fa~/er

shor~-st~leg Yai giving magentas and ~lmon-p~gzks.
Long-s~yle

Sho~-s~yle
Observed N u m b e r s
...
~x2ected
,. . . .

~iagent~
54
~8

S~.hnon
].8
2~

~f~genta
2~I
2~

Salmon
0
0

9%nged-white shod't-styled F~, giving ti~ged~whi~e, magenta, aq~d salp~o~:p~/s.

Observed n u m b e r s
Expected
,,

ShorLsCyle
..A.~
Tingedowlii~e N:ngent~
157
46
173"25
38"5

Long-style
S~4mon
19
19"25

Tinged-white
66
57"75

i~Iagenta
20
19"25

Tinged-white sho~'~-s~led Fz, givi~zg tlnged-whlte, r
and 5gue.

sMmon-pink,
Long-s~yie

8hor~-~yle
...&.

Tingedwhite Z'iagen~a Sahnon
Observed n u m b e r s
15
4
3
]~zpectation {orMt~ing }
b~ues)
2I'~
4"7
2"~

Salmon
0
0

]~lue
2

Tinged~
white
1O

--

~f~gen~a
6
2"g

7"2

SaLmon
0
0

:Blue
0
--

The deficiency in the tinged-white short-styles is referred to below.
Sho;'t~st~fle and inl~ibigo~. Certain families raised from one
heterozygous Short-styled tinged-white (No. 51/9) have shown an
in~eresti:ng-departure from the normal distribution of the four ]duds
of offspring. Theresults of the experiments made with this p]ant are :
Offspring
Shor~-s~yle
~eferen~e
Ntunber
66/I0
67]10
68]i0
.79/10

Crosg
51_]9• Serf
.........
5t[9 .,o • Long-style, coloured'~
5 i / 9 ~ • Long~stTle , eolom'ed e'
Long-s~yle, eolou~ed ~ • 61/9"~"

Tinged
whi~e
25
4
5
7

Coloured
7
9
6
14

Long-s~yle
Tingedwhite Coloured
9
3
I1
4
5
5
17
8
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In Experiments 66/10 and 68/10 the distribution is normal, but in
Nos. 67/10 and 79/I0, where we expect equality of all four classes, the
~wo middle classes are much larger than the end terms, and though the
total numbers are small, the divergence is such that it can scarcely be
dismissed as fortuitous.
The rdative sizes of the four classes in the families Nos. 67/10
and 79/10, indicate that any repulsion which may take place must be
of a low order. The family of 67/10 was raised fl'om seeds obtained
from two capsules; but ia Experiment 79/10, pollen was taken from
only one flower, so that the low type of repulsion indicated by the
constitt~tion of that f~mily cannot be regarded as due to a mixture
of families of more than one kind.
]?or the solution of ~he problems presented by the results of these
experiments further data are required. The constitution of the ]~'s
obtained from our other plants heterozygous for short style and for
inhibition, throws little light on the case. In these families the
distribution of the four kinds of offspring does not depar~ very greatly
from the normal. The numbers obgained are:
Short-s~yle
~.

Observed

...

N.~Tected

.,.

White and
Tinged-whi~e
3~97

3d~8'75

Coloured
t:76

126"25

Long-s~yle
~
~-.
Whit, a ~ d
~b:nged-white
Coloure4
128
39

116"25

38"75

There are small departures from the 3 : 1 ratio in the cases both of
the short~ and long-style and of inhibition and eolour ; the deficiency of
dominants of both kinds has of course a marked effect upon the size
of the flrs~ category.
The excess in the two middle classes and ~he deficiency in the first
class appear to be more or less constant ~hronghoub the families, which,
combined ~ogethe~; furnish the totals given above.

Short-style and tinge in corolla-tube. In one experiment ciear
indications were obtained of a coupling between the short-style and
a tinge in the corolla-tube just below the level of the anthers. So
far as the character of the pe~als was concerned, the family consisted
of tinged-whiLes and whites ; of the whi~es, however, some were tinged
in the tube, ethers were eolourless. Of the shor~-styled whites, 20 were
tinged in the tube, 1 was colourless ; of the tong-styled whites 5 had
the tinge and 11 were colourless. The ratio of short- go long-style in
this family was very much Iess Vhan the expected 3:1, the numbers
being 33 shor~, 21 long. The asymmetry of the four classes is no doub~
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partly a result of this, and the nnmbers obtained suggesL that a coupling
of a fah'ly high order was present.
(2)

Couyllng between cdowr chc~rc~cters.

With the exception of the mating between "Crimson King" and
"Snowdrift," all the experimen[s in crossing either "Crimson King" or
"Orange King" (red, red stigma) with plants carrying the factors for
magenta eolour and green stigma, have given results which point clearly
to ~he existence of a partial coupling between these factors in gametegenesis. The results in general show some deficiency of the two
dominant cLa.raeters, magenta and green stigma, as compared with
the .expec[ed ratio, in each case, of 3 ] ) : 1 R; the classes consisting
of plants h~ving one or both recessive characters are therefore unduly
large, and it is necessary t,o make allowance for this in attempting to
compare the observed numbers with the expectation calculated upon
Various systems of partial coupling. The distribution of the four
characters in ~he offspring possessing Nlly-colom-ed flowers and red
stems is set out below :
Constitution of F~

1Kagent~
i%eference Green
i~umber s b i g m ~

eroKq

~' Orange K i n g " x r Snow&lit "

,,,

"Crimson King" x Rosy N~gen~a

"Crimson King" x "Queen Alexandra"

': Crimson: Kiag "x "Ivy-leaf"

ICed

l~ed
e~igm[L

Green
stigma

:Red
stigm~

6
8
14

10/9

19

4

zU9

9,8

9

33[9

54

13

6
6
12

Total

101

96

94

98

17[9
18/9
~4[9

85
78
81

94
12
t8

~4
15
19

91
22
17

32[10

19
.9o

5
9

5

4

33/lO

?

3

Total

39

7

12

7

61/I0

69

23

14

35

62/10

137

30

28

18

To~M

206

53

42

33

these results, that obtained in No, 18/9 stands alone in that the
fourth term of the series is distinctly larger than either of the middle
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terms. On the basis of the 3 : I : 1 : 3 system of ,partial coupling, the
1.22 plants of which the fa~mily consists should be distribt~ted in the
proportions of
7S'1 magenta, green stigma :
13"3 red, gree~ stigma :

13'3 magenta, red stigma :
1.7"2 red, red stigma.

The distribubion thus calculated would, however, give n~agent~: red =
green stigma:red stigma = 3 : 1 , wMle the observed numbers a r e
magenta 85, red 37 ; green stigma 88, red stigma 3~. That is ~o say,
there is a deficiency of plants bearing the dominant characters, and,
consequently, the first term will be smaller and the ~burLh term witl
be larger than ~he :calculated numbers. Apare from this divergence,
~here is a close approximation between the observed and ealcfflated
numbers, and there can be little doubt that the partial coUpllng was
of the type 3 : 1 : 1 : 3 .
The Crosses between "Orange King" and "Sno~vdrif~" have given
results Which may perhaps allow of the same explanaeion, but in ~he
remaining experiments the four6h term is definitely smMler than t-h~
middte ones. Each family was raised from seed obtained fr0m sever~]
capsules borne on one plant; and, until the completion of experiments
which are now in progress, it is not possible fully to analyse the
results. For the time being it may be pointed out that a very close
approximation to the observed numbers is given by. the assumption
that ~ coupling of the form 7,: 1 : 1 : 7 is present in gametes of one
sex only, gametes of the opposite sex being produced in equal numbers
of all four kinds. The numbers are

Observed

. . . . . . . .

;

3~.agen~,
g~een ~tigm~

~I~gea~,
z.ed ~igm~

411

98

97

78

96"2

9g'2

7~'8

...

Calculated for 7 :: 1 : I : 7 couf)ling
in gametes of o~e sex only
(

d.16"8

l~ed.
grsen s~igm~

l~ed,
red Stigma

As was stated above% the distribution of ~he four kinds of offspring
in the ~.'s from the cross (" Crimson King" x "Snowdrit~") gives no
clear indication-of the existence of any form of pargiaI coupling during
gametogenesis of the F , In two 2'2 families raised .in 190I,. the results
differ very little from the simple 9 : 3 : 3 : 1 ratio, tn the later experiments there is some departure from this ratio, principally due to the
dear6h of p!ants carrying the positive characters, magenta and green
stigma.
1 p. 115.
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In conclusion,i~ may be pointed out tha~ here, as elsewhere, families
raised f~'om sister plants do not necessarily follow the same system of
distribution. Thus ~he paren~ of the family 1S/10, which apparen~iy
con~brms t.o the 3 : 1 : l : 3 system, was the sister plant go the parent of
the family 1.7/]0, in which She fourth term is smalIer ~haa the middle
ol]es.

Note added February 17, 1911. Since the fro'ageing was w;~igten s o m e i n t e r e s t i n g
results have bean obtained in connexion wi~h the phenomet~a of coupling and repulsion.
These results are briefly described below. The constitution of a certain ~ype of eotoured
flower, which was previously uncertain, has Mso been ascertained
Cot~2)gi~g and relndsion.' (1) Mager*taand ~hf~'t-st.fle. ".On p. I~g ~ series of expefhnen~
is described in which a compie~e repulsion between ~he fac~or.s fro' ~h0r!.s~yle. ~,nd m'ag~ent:k
eol0m' is shown. It will ]~e noti.ced ~ha~ in this series of experi men~s one of the ddmih~nt
M:~f'~etei's was possessed by the onep~rcpt race, the o~her by the other parent. " In a ne~v
seri0s df experiments a race possessing both dominant character' a (Le. magenta, ah6ristoic) was: ma~ed with races which h:adthe recessive characters only. The resul}g show
that When the cross iS made in ~his Way, p~trtiaZ eeu~ti'r~y ~akee place between the: faCt0~'s
:for %he9two dbralnant :characters.
In ~he experimen~s in wI~ich the recessive paren~ . w ~
long-style~l red w i t h double
flowers, the coupling shown is atmos~ eer~alnly of the form ~/ : t : 1 : 7 ; in these~expm'imonte there.is no indie'ation that coupling occurs between either" the factor for short-style
or ~h~t for magenta and a~ay third factor.
]in a second se~ of experiments, in which the recessive p a r e n t WaS ~he long-styleS
"Crimson King," the form of the eonplh~g between magenta s a d shor~-style is ~s yet
uncertain, ~he numbers obtMned being almost exactly intermediate between the expectation
based on the series 7 : 1 : 1 : 7
and that b a s e d an t h e series t 5 : 1 : 1 :].& In ~hese
experimefits there is clear evidence tha~ ~.he factor for magenta is coupled, n o t onty with
~he factor for short-style, but ~l~o with the factor for green stigma. .The coupling getween
reagents and green stigma is of a much lower order th~n tha~ between magenta ~nd shor~,style.
(9.) Ligh~ reg ~tem and green stignm. A_ new instance o~ complete repulsion between
~wo factors h~s been obtained. The factors ~re (I) t~e paIlifying f~ctor for stem~c~lour
(p./coo}, ~nd (2) the factor for green stigma. This repulsion was observed .in She progeny
o f a cross between "Crimson K i n g " ~nd " I v y Leafy CertMn individuMs o f t h e F s from
this cross were ~es~ed by self-fertilization. Three of these plants, all h~ving light red
stems and green s~igm~, were found to be heterozygous in these characters, giving offspring
ha'~ing either Hght or dark red stems, and either green or red stigmas, but ~one of the
dark-s~emmed offspring had red stigmas.
9.Flooer.bblour. iThe deeply tinged type of flower shown in Plate XXXI, fig. 32, }he c0nsg~ution of which was formerly in doubt, has prOved-itself to be heterozygous for the fa'etors
which inhibit flower-colon'. Self-fertilized, it has ~hrown ti,ngeffwhites with gree/~ stigma,
" D u chess " and " Bulle~ " types with red s~igma, coloursd with green stigma and. eolom'ed
with red stigma. The flush shown in the '~ Dachess " a n d '~ BnIler" type s is ef a very
deep Mud, and ~he coloured types have flow~rs of a very deep crimson, ]a~ leas~ as deep ~s
that of "Crimson King."
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DESCRIPTION

OF PLATES.

The figures illustrating the oolours of the flowers are from w~er-oolonr drawings
by Miss M. Wheld~le.
PLATE X X X .

Figs. 1~7 illustrate vm's

types of coloration of the stem.
1. Dominant whi~e with deep pm~lish-red stem.
& Dominant white with light purplish-red stem.
3. ~' Orange King," red stem (eL the more usual purplish-red eolour of the stem).
4. "Sirdar." The characteristic distribution of the flower-eolom', which is
associated with ~hls type of stem, is shown in Plate XXXI, figs. 44, 45.
Fig. 5. Green stem, with slight purplish-red colour in young petioles,
Fig. 6, "try-leaf." Non-cren~%e leaves, and monstrous flowers. Stems green, wi~h
some purplish-red colour in young petioles.
Fig. 7. "Snowdrift," stem devoid of sap-colnur.
]~igs. 8--20 illustrate the colour of ~he flower o[ various pure races and Yl's.
Fig. 8. "Orange King" (eft fig. 3).
Fig, 9. "Crimson King."
Fig. :tO. "Snowdrift" (el. fig. 7).
Fig. 11. " Queen Mexandra" (dominant white, white eye).
l~ig. 12. "Primrose Queen" (dominant whi~e, 1argo yellow eye).
Fig. 13. ":Reading Pink." The deepes~ eolonr found in association with green stem~
devoid of sap-eolour.
Fig. ]4. s (,, l~eading Pink" x '~ Snowdrift ").
Figs. 15 and 16. Young and m~ture flowers of Lhe F t from ("Reading Pink " x '~ Orange
King ").
:Fig. 17. ~ (" Crimson King" x " Snowdrift ").
:Fig. 18. F1 (" Crimson King" xDominant whiee, ordinary eye).
Figs. 19 and 20. t~osy-magenta, young and old flowers.
~ig.
~ig.
Pig.
:Fig.

PLATE

XXXI,

Figs. 21--43 illustrat~ the cross be~veen " Crimson King" and " Queen Alexandra."
Fig t 21 is the I~; figs. 22--43 illustrate ~he series of F2 forms.
Figs. 22---26. Inhiblted whi~es, green stigm%
Fig. 22. WbSte, White eye.
Fig. 28. White, ordinary eye.
Fig. 24. Tinged-white, white eye (El type).
~ig. 25. Tinged-white, o~'dinary eye.
Fig, 26. Fuller tinged-white, tinge central
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Figs. 27--31. Plants with the f~ctor for iuhibitioa of colour in periphery of petals, but
wi~h red stigma.
Fig. 27. Red "Duchess," F 1 type of eye.
Fig. 28. Magenta "Dashes%" .FI type of eye.
Fig. 29. " S i r Redvers :Bullet" (red), ordinary eye.
Fig. 30. tied "BaIler'' of rather bluer type, white eye.
Fig. 31. Mhgenta "Bailer," ordinary eye.
Fig. 32. Ligh~ red, ? inhibited form, green stigma1
Figs. 33--.37 represent types belonging to the Red class. Figs. 33, 34, green stigma;
figs. 35--37, red sigma.
Fig. 33. Red, ordinary eye.
Fig. 34. Red (bluer type}, white eye.
Fig. 35, Red~ white eye.
Fig. 36. Red, ordinary eye, band of deep eolour round the eye.
Fig.37. Deep red, whi~e eye.
Figs. 38--43 represent types belonging to the h{agenta elass. Figs. 38~41, green s~igraa ;
figs. 42, 43, red stigma. Figs. 41 and 43 are corresponding forms with green and
red s~igma respectively.
Fig. 38. ik[agenta, Ft type of eye.
Fig. 39. Magenta, ordinary eye.
Fig. 40. Fuller' magenta, whi~e eye.
Fig: 41. ]gosy-magen~a, ordinary eye.
Fig. 42. Magenta, F I type of eye.
Fig, 43. Rosy-magenta, ordinary eye, spo~s of deep colour round the eye.
Figs. 44--45 represent additional colonred ~ypes which occur in ~he F~ from (" Snowdrift" x "Crimson King ").
Fig. 44. :Red "Sirdar."
Fig. 45. ~agenta " Sirdtu'."
Fig. 46. Fale-pink on green stem (el. figs. 13, 14).
Figs. 47--49. O~her iypes belonging to the red class from the F, from ("Crimson
King" • Rosy-magenta).
Fig, 47. Terra-co~a (bluer type), green s~igma.
Fig. 48. Terra.sorts, green stigma.
Fig. 49. Strzwberry.
Figs. 50--55 represen~ various ~ypes of special coloration just external to the eye.
Figs. 50, 51. Magenta, red s~igma, wi~h the spe~s of deep eolour which are only fully
developed in flowers possessing ~he red stigma. Young and mature flowers.
Figs. g2, 53. ?Sagenta, green s~igma, corresponding with the foregoing types. Young
and mature flowers.
Figs. 54, 55. Young and mature flowers of a magenta with green s~igma, showing the
rather diffuse band of brownish eolour, which only becomes conspicuous in the cider
flower (fig. 55).
Figs. 56--59 represen~ Flaked types.
Fig. 56. Flakes medium to coarse; no fine flakes, green s~igma. Ste~lata.
Fig. 57. Some coarse flakes ; finer flakes rather peripheral in distribution ; red s~igma.
Stellata.
Fig. 58. FulIy flaked, coarse and fine flakes, green stigma.
Fig. 59. Fully flaked, coarse and fine flake% red stigma.
] See no~e added February 17, 1911, p. ]29,
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PLATE XXXII.

Fig. 60. 8eedling lalan6 of "Ivy-leaf," showing the non-ercnate legves.
Fig. 61. Illustr~ti~g the eross.be~ween "Ivy-leaf" amt " S n o w d r i f ~ " (Fern-leaf, erena~e).
Top raw: "Ivy-leaf" (tort), " Snowd.rif~" (right).
Middle: F1 (palmate, erena{e).
B01~tom r o w : . t h e four. F~ types (1) p~lma~s, crsnate, (2) palmate, non-crena~e,
(3) fern-leaf, orenate, (~i) fern-leaf, non-crenate. The four types scour in ~he
proportions 9 : 3 : 3 : 1,
Fig. 6g. Showing the ~t's from crosses of the whi~e-eyed ~ e e "Qtreen Atexandra" with
the l~rgs-eyed "Primrose Queen, '~ and with " S n o w d r i f t " (ordinary eye).
Top row: " ? d m r o s e , Queen/' No. 37/9; " Q u e e n Alex~ndra," No. 34/9;
" Snowd~'if~," No. 1/9.
Second row : 36/9-Fr from (" Primrose Qaesn" x " Queen Alexaneh'a ").
35/9 2'1 h'om (" ~ueen Aiexandra"• " S n 0 w & ' i f t ' ) .
Fig. 63. Showing ~he 24',%from crosses of the large yellow eye, stellata, with ~he ordinary
eye in ~he ste~l~ta ~nd bypical sinensis forms.
Top row: Ste~lata, white, ordinary eye, No. 55/9; " P r i m r o s e Queen/' No. 37/9 ;
" Snowdrift" 1/9.
Second row: 48/9 2"1 from (Ste~lata, ordinary e y e x " P r k m r o s e Queen").
38/9 2"1 from {" Primrose Queen" • si~ensis i o r d i n a r y eye').
Fig. 64. Showing the-variation in the form of the corolla in a plan~ No. 5419 and its
offspi'ing.
Top row: flowers from the same plsn%, No. 54[9.
Second and third rows: Flowers from four plants ilIus~ra~ing the various ~ypes
produced by ~he self-fertilization of 5~/9. The flowers from each plaut tu'e arranged
in pales, one. above t~he other. The first t;hre.e represen~ ~he nearest approaah {o
slnensiS, ~he intermediate and the steltata types in ~hs Giant form. The Iast paAr of
flowers ~re I~hose of a sts[lata plant which did no{ possess ~he Giant character of i~s
parent.
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